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etc. in crisis, how^often do we hear about the failures of capitalism. 
The fact is that 'Freedom of Speech' does not, and never has 
existed in this country. We live in a world of mass media, of 30-
second 'grabs'. Perceptions are moulded by what appears on the 
TV news, or the daily newspapers. To be able to be heard in this 
environment requires resources • money, status or power. Speech 
is not free, it is in fact very expensive. This point underlines the 
hypocrisy in the cbims of the Conservatives on campus that the 
Progressives are denying freedom of speech. The Liberal party, 
and theALP Government haveall the resources of themainstream 
media at their disposal. They need only speak, and their case is 
presented. Meanwhile, students go ignored. If the Libs are so 
keen on 'Free Speech', will they support equal time for students 
in the mainstream media? 
Anyone that has been around campus for a while, knows how the 
media like to portray demonstrations, it's always the same • 
"angry students clashed with police in violent demonstratun", 
accompanied by ck>se up shots of scuffles in which, curiously 
enough it appears to be the police who are instigating the 
violence. The media is quick to portray any demonstrators as 
being irrational, irresponsible and violent. Yet all of the peaceful 
protests, all of thespeeches and forums, all of the non-violent sit-
ins go unreported. Students have the arguments, they have a case 
to present - but it takes a riot to get them on TV. This is 
unfortunate, and regretted by nobody more than students 
themselves. But if that is the way of the media, then so be it • 
students are quite prepared to cause riots. If we cannot have our point of view 
presented by the media, at least we can show our anger. And students are angry -
angry at a society which treats them as worthless and 'bludgers', which forces them, 
expects them to endure yeai^ of poverty while they are studying in order to 
contribute to the good of society. Students make a valuable contribution to our 
society, and should be treated accordingly. Instead politicians like Baldwin and 
Kemp formulate their policies from their bastions of power in Canberra, without 
input from or regard for students. So it is no surprise when students are angry when 
these people come on to campus and try to tell us how they are going to solve our 
problems.The treatment of students at the hands of the politicians should be seen for 
what it is - a political attack on a disempowered group, a grab for money that won't 
cost them too many votes. There is no element of fairness or justice involved. 
Student Unions should be there to defend the rights of students, to try and redress 
some of these imbalances. Many people on campus believe that our student Union 
isn't doing enough. Certainly they have been slow to react, and have as yet shown 
little indication of howthey will respond tothe crisis in education. Howeverstudents 
can build a campaign even without the help of the Union Executive. This is exactly 
what some groups on campus are doing. All students are being hurt by the cutbacks 
to education. With a Federal election looming we need to explain our plight to the 
wider community, and to show how a downgraded education system hurts all of 
society in the long run. It is up lo all of m to make education an issue in this country. 
Let your voice be heard. 
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Semper Fioreat is edited by Phillip O'Dea, 
Darryi Rosin, Martin Bush and someoneelse, 
apparently. Lindsay Colborne, man who 
never sleeps, does ihe hard bits and orders 
pizza. Tess Schaeffer lypesets and keeps the 
whole place running. We will thank Jamie 
and his car, Anila, Penny, Jo, lain and Ray for 
participatinginsleepdeprivation,Mark,jack, 
Gav, Jim, Sandy, Andrew and ZZZ. Ready? 
•Thanks". There. Semper exists only by the 
support of its friends and contributors. Thai's 
a hint to the 19 000 odd students who haven't 
contributed yel, in case you didn't notice. 
This is the newspaper of the UQ Union (ie 
you) so don'l just read Semper bul react, 
respond and regurgitate. Call us. Deadline 
forthenext issueisGood Friday. Possiblelopic 
is "It's nol an issue" issue. So ihink about it. 
After 1 finish writing ihis, Semper will be sent 
lo Gympie Times where it will be printed. 
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jaildjWOfclBtt down town. Falling into rack and mIn beneoth a thin and brittle skin of pastel newness 
igu^Tnusk^rmecoipon^^enfTbS?^ 
(^ d^rday niglhit In tthe mall, bulit on shuddering egg-shells. 
i lifm. Notldng black or white. Nothing near or far; near enou^ Is good enou^ No 
igiiporid[dwn;|ustlnthe centre. Muddling In the middle. Watching itself In shop windows. 
llPll^otiiN^ shaved off like unseemly ^ owths, three day growths, three minute 
iitt^lfeiiot.checklngfor their own protrusions, their own adventures into extremtty-vine, 
iem» scourtng for them In everyone else. Effort here Is not expended on being an 
^ Bf nitc^ i^iisably apart It Is expended on being seen to be similar. A part of the homogeny. 
..MlpHlkan SiW^ The watering-hole to which die ordinary, the swarms and herds, are 
^.„ JUi^iiJiallacrbssthe wide brown land. The anzac biscuit. The antipodean cow-pat. Broad and 
^ 'IjjimdWii^ cn. 0ry^ ^^  Inhospitable beyond belief. A land forthe pioneer spirit. The aborigine. 
THE SWARM. 
KALi", |||[|^ «^ i;^ Nidk. Har^ and Inhospitable. Bathed In abrash/e reds and ochres, oranges and browns. 
^miiuj^^iind boring. Sand-dunes like tsunamis, hundreds of them, diousands, a hundred feet 
^^^^^Jii^d on. Stony deserts. Vast flat monotonies sprayed with flst-slzed. Granite. Marble-hard 
j ^ ^ M j ^ limning to i9ie endless night sky. Screaming for some power-dry wind to whip them over 
'^ ™^^ *^ '^''*^ ™ the view, to mop dielr furrowed brows. 
'^f^jfe||ii»<ij^^ grass. No water. Nothing. Aborigines live here. How, no-one knows. They suck the 
'M^il^^dliy rocks. They sip cool cocktails from under the dirt, the sand. 
''" '^  i i^ lu i za tb l sa i l t are die only user-hrlendly bits. Humans, white folk, only lh/e on die 
| | p flHOijBie cliffit. Along the tributaries, die Inlets, the bays. The white folk need the 
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,,. —„. .,^;-nessoftt thesoftand gentle hills. Thelovelyrolllngvalleys worn down with 
^o^^Nmtion, of thnie. 
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So safe. Stay next to the water. The motheriand Is outthere, beyond the waves. 
irs^  aj^d cliffs are toewamngplaaorinstr^^ 
iel^u^i»tuntiy*1he experiment. The convi^ 
larackedand burned, it splits and goes hard like the earth under the frying southern 
ilte-toik stay soft and mushy. Thty long for comfort. For open-heaith fires and 
pnft^^pffeeand steaming broken bread, with the snows falling a gentle cascade 
iK^llicy are cream-chocolate people. You crack the skin and they ooze out. Oozing, 
^ i ^ t n safety. To a place where there are no extremes. And now, now that their 
o^^taffiettble mark, they must go north. Away from the terror, the tension, the conflict, 
lojoni^eafid Sydney. Away from the madness juid cold of the south. The unpredictability of 
li^S'Where aiergy Is expended iis a matter of course. They ooze northward. 
THEY OOZE NOflTHWARC, 
TOWnordi, of course, way up In the tropics, In the last frontier, practi caliy in Asia, are metttng 
nl.SKiidh. Dripping down the map on the page. Searching for the twilight zone, the grey 
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foirude itod the people ask for soft lollies only. 
^M)i the oozing soutiiward meet at a particular point. The middle. Where there are 
'ib^l^jisked of you except to fit In. Which they all do gladiy, with a cut lunch and 
Ld))BJb^ t^iiriMl arms hi surr^der. Crossbigthe battie-lines with Ihtie white doilies tied 
la^lfeiiHUigth^ waves of gradual arthritic fog wash over them; set their faces into the 
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All right, I'm getting bloody sick of writing these introductk)ns. You don^ t need the how and why of the way in which we find our 
columnist. You don't need that. You need a cohimnist you can relate to! Thus, in order to furnish you with the latest in columnist 
comfort, we'vegathered all of this month's columnist a^^licants, and ghren them one questkm each to answer. This month'sapplicants 
included: Mr Hobida Akira oi The Really Top-Notch Ninja Training School, Mr Lateral Thought, Lady Marcia TorvilleandOean III, 
and Cod, or, as she prefers to be known, Ms Supreme Being. (Maybe between the lot of them we^ ll get a single coherent answer.) 
! 
SIZE; 
Dear Semper, 
What is tlie point of Swiss Army Knives? I mean, wliat sort of chance do tlie Swiss liave, 
diaipngacolumnoftanlcswiththeseshittylitllelauves,yellmgwordsofencotiragement, 
like "I>on't worry, it's got a can-opener!" Is this wiiy the Swiss t)ecame neutral? Or did 
they just lob the Juiives into the enemy trenches, and wait for the enemy to be distracted 
("Loolc, its got a screwdriver and evejytliing!") t)efbre strafing them? 
Signed, 
I^ azed and Confused. 
Mr Holcaida Akira of the Top-Notch Nin|a Training School answers: 
You don't really want to Icnow the answers to those questions, do you? What do you 
want with these inferior Western weapons when you: Yes! Youll can be trained in THE 
WAYS OF THE NINJAI Even your basic, twelve for a dozen trainee Ninja is fully 
capable of stopping a Sherman tank through will-power alone! Our qualified giand 
masters regularly Itire themselves out to the military forces of the wiorld, so that they 
irtay be strapped to the nose cones of l>allistic missiles, able to wipe out the populations 
of cities in an instant tiirough The Power of Ninja! If you act now, we will send you 
our introductory brochure, complete with your free intioductory lesson on Becoming 
One With the Night.... 
Oolcay, so maybe Mr Akira is not the best dioice for an all-in answer person. Next up 
to bat is Mr Lateral Thot^t: 
IDear Semper, 
Can you help me? My little dog, Wuffles, has gone missing, and I was wondering if you 
hadseenhim. Heisabiacklx)rdercollie,aboutthreeyearsold,and waslastseeninyour 
fridge. 
Hoping you can help, 
Timmy. 
Mr Lateral Thought: 
Dear Timmy, 
don't worry about the dog, there are plenty of other borders to go round. The one 
around France is nice. The one around Nice is nicer. If there are nice people in Nice, 
are there hungry people in Hungary? I'm hungry. But I'm not in Hungary. Therefore, 
there are no hungry people in Hungary, because I'm out here with my plumbing. Are 
there plumbers in plumbing? If 1 put the word "capital" in the middle of a sentence, 
does it have a capital in it? No. What if I put it at the start? Capital! Yes, there it is. 
U Q WCULTY 
Ahem. Yes, well. Ah, very nice Mr Lateral Thought. 
Dear Dolly, 
How do I get rid of pimples? I'm in love with my teacher. I think my breasts are too 
small, what ami do? Can you get pregnant from idssing? What does an orgasm feel 
like? Is 27 too late to start puberty? How do I get Keanu Reeves to notice me? Ihave 
been menstruating now every month for three years, what should I do? 
'Tina" 
Lady Matxia TorvilleandDean: 
Now "Tina", I'm not going to answer any of your questions until you stop slouching 
and iiegin using language that is more appropriate for a young lady. What is more, if 
you continue to purchase unladylike publications such as "Dolly", you will probably 
grow up to read such rubbish as "Woman's Day" or "Woman's Weekly". These 
publications should l?e avoided at ali cost. The "Woman's Day" is published weekly, 
and "Woman's Weekly" is published monthly. These people obviously don't know 
what thq '^re doing. What is more, and I think you'll agree wth me on this point, we 
are not "Women" daily, nor are we "Women" weekly. We are "Women" fbr life, and 
I think these magazines should reflect that, don't you? 
Oh God, look lef 9 just get this over and done with. Last letter 
Dear Semper, 
How can I tell if a girl really likes me? 
Signed, 
I'm Not Really Desperate. 
God: 
J'm omtiipofetttt 3J ifetioto fft< ansto^r! K 
kn<M f]&« au^tow! Wmt n t ta tzU pott? 
§Z tl^tt, tuots^ip met <!Bo <ni, ao on, 
iimsUv tlte! 
Shit. Itjust doesn't getanybettef,doesit? Sony. We'll get this right eventually. Next month, more 
of the difYerent. 
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For ovBf 30 years, Loral Aeronulronic has 
been producing Sidewlrxj«r Guidance and 
Confrol Sections (GCS). Over 130,000 
unils have been produced or upgraded lor 
virUiaty eveiy Sidewindef conligutalion, far 
surpassing ti) ottier contractors combined, 
Loral Aeronutronic is currently producing 
theAIM-9R. 
Wilh Ihe recent surge in Personal 
Computer owwtship, the oveiwtwiming 
ms^ ty of il in areas of high population 
density, Loral Aerwtutronics is now 
releasing. In coojunclion wi:h various 
third-party software houses, a new range of 
low cost, high yield missle guidance 
systems tor Ihe home and office. 
The AIM-9P-4 is the USAF designated 
Sidewinder International Security 
As^stasKe Mssle and is ccmpalable 
without change to Microsoft V/indows 3.0, 
Macintosh System 7.0, and most 
Sidewinder aircraft worldwide. The 
AIM-9P-4 provides all aspect atlack and 
lool<'down, shooi-down capability, reduced 
miss distance, and a variety ol employmeni 
(pilol/operator) aids. 
The AiM-9P-5, identical to Ihe AIM-9P-4 
except for the addlion ol Infrared Counter 
Counter liteasures (IRCCM), and a 40 
megabyte internal liard drive, is also in 
production and available lor reieaoe by the 
U.S. Govemmenl on a country by country 
review and credil approval basis. 
Almost 8,000 AIM-9P-4 and P-5 Guidance 
Control Sections have been delivered or 
are in production. Loral Aeronutionic has 
developed Ihe expertise for providing the 
logstic service and equipmem required for 
Ihe fielded missJe system, and 
maintenance and repair facilities have been 
established arvd supported tor several 
customers Ihroughoul the Free VVorfd. 
LORAL. 
Aeronutronic 
S I D E W I N D E R 
state-of-the-art Data Interception System 
f r. the TDSE. becomes In terms of v the 
Choose "Auto Selection" from 
the file menu for random 
targeting, or "Manual Selection" 
for precision targeting. 
State-of'the-Art attack and 
look-down, shoot-down 
capability ensures reduced 
miss distance. 
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What's everyone so excited about? 
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> why Ml and rifht in pelWe* 
why it»«M tak* Ant^-why 
> «<iy our huHMr tor ponnr. (Iwy. 
- Kihy in«|ii«1y - why povMiy 
What would yoa say if someone claimed he had solved the riddle of life?....We all feel it. We are all trapped by it, it's insduWe. For 
a while we tiy to resolve it but eventually you've got io give up. It's just too big. In the end it's like a huge elephant in the middle of 
the room while everybody walks around and nobody seems to see it. 
It's broken dreains - loti battles - deatMy silence - lornient--ang^ - lost iiuK)ctnce - lost niemories - derual - b ^ 
-disappointment 
We adcnowledge this with comments like "life's a bitch and then you die". Sure we all go down but at least it's an adventure. As James 
Dean said, "Live hard, die young". 
As lhc adventure unfoWs we accept that injustice is a part of Ufe but there arc still a few questions that linger in our mind 
• why are piss-ups such a relief? 
• why docs winning get so importanl? 
• wl^ does your motivation wax and wane? 
• w i^y is everyone so full of shit? 
• why is life Uke a rollercoastei? 
• why arc guys egomaniac's, and why don't gUs understand these male egos? 
Mystery & paradm is the nature of Ihe human condition. Now what would you say if someone said they could uniavcl it? 
Introducing Jeremy Giiililh - biologist and author of "Beyond the Human Condition". 
Mr Griffith spoke at a lecture which was specifically organised by uni students vAm have been impressed by his exciting and 
controversial new ideas. 
This is an exerpt from an mtervicw he did for 21C (The Conunisaon for the future's quarterly publication) 
Beyond (he Human Condition is available from the University Bookstore, rrp $14.95. Any additional infonnation is available 
by contacting (02) 486 3308 
Q: You claim the human condition Is the root cause of all our problcins and that your book "Beyond tiie Human Coadltion" solves tiiis source 
problem. Wiiat Is the human condition? 
A: Humans arc capable of immense !ove and sensitivity but we have also been capable ofexlreme greed, hatred, Imitality, rape murder and war. Insecure 
in our goodness and aware of our badness hmnanjly has throughout the ages struggled to And meaning in the awesome contradictions of the human 
predicament or condition. We desperately needed a clear biobgical understanding of ourselves, undentanding tlial would liberate us from criticbm, lift IIK 
burden of guih, give us meaning, bring peace to our troubled minds aod lead us to achieving our psychological maturity as a species. 
Q: How Ihen are wc to understand our non-ideal nature or condition? 
A: To use a simple analogy to explain. We all know that many bird species are perfectly instinctively oriented to migratory flight paths. Of course this b 
not a conscious understanding of where they should or shouldn't fly. It's an orientation they arc bora with. What would happen if wc put a fully conscious 
brain, such as humans have, on the bead of one of these migrating birds, who we will call Adam? With his conscious mind, Adam now needs to understand 
where he should and shoulcin'l fly. Nol havbg any understandings, he has lo Hnd (hem by experimenting wid) different understandings. 
Looking down from his migratory flight path, Adam sees an apple tree on an island and he thinks why nol fly down for a feed. Not knowing any reason why 
be shouldn't, he goes ahead with this, his ftist experiment in self paoagianent aod heads off lo the Island. What b going lo happen? Isn't his instinctive self 
going lo try to pull him back on to his migratoty flight path that goes over the island, in effect try ami slop bis search forknowkdge? His instinctive self in 
effect criticises him because il b ignorant of hb need to search for knowledge. Adam is in a dilemma - llie equivalent of tbe human coodjiion. If he obeys 
hb perfectly oriented instinctive self he will be perfectly on course but be will never Hnd imderstanding. If he dePKs hb instinctive self he wUi fmd 
understanding but he will have to live with ihe ignorant criticbm from his instinctive self. Unable to thro w hb brain away be has no choice but lo persevere 
with bb experiments in understanding and bank the criticbm. 
Q: What form does thb battle take? 
A: Well, unable to refute the criticism with explanation of why these oibtakes were necessary all Adam could do was retaliate against the criticism, try to 
prove il wrong or simply ignore it. He did all three. He became angry towards the criticbm, in every way be could he Died lo demonstrate hb worth - prove 
he was good and not bad and he blocked out tbe en tkbnL He became migiy upset and alienated • in a word upset Thb b similar to Ibe slory of the Garden 
of Eden where Adam and Eve lake tbc fruit from the tree of knowledge - go in search of understanding - except that in thb presentation, Adam and Eve arc 
heroes not evil villains. 
My book explains that human's inst inct ive orientation wasn't to a migntory flight path, ratlKr it was to behaving 
utterly co-operatively. As it says in Geoesb, we were once "in tbe image of God", that b ideally behaved, 
cooperative, loving and selfless. Then some two millioa years ago our conscious mind emerged aod we bad lo 
battle the ignorance of our perfect instinctive orientatioo or conscience - in order to find understanding of tiiat 
orientation. Woist of all cm resulting upset behaviour drew fioifacr criticbm from our idealistic conscience, 
making us even more upset! The human condition of having to live with an undeserved sense of guilt b thccause 
of all the anga, cgoccntricity and alienation that b destroying our planet Tbc human condition has been at the 
root of all our problems. 
Q: Docs this understanding solve the human condition? 
A; Yes, finding the understanding ol the fundamental goodness of humans ends tbc \mjust criticism Hal has so 
upset us. 1°he burden of guilt has been lifted from humanity. 1 ^ human condition of having to live with an 
undeserved sense of guilt has been re lievcd, Adam would not have become upset i f be could have explained why 
he was not bad to Ily off coune. 
Understanding b the libentoi, tlw healer, the peace bringer. All wc have lo do is digest thb undemanding and 
we will be free of upset The psychological rehabilitation of humanity can begin. 
remy Griffith, 
the Human Condition' 
nswers 'WHY?' 
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Jeremy 
'Beyond tlw 
"On Wednesday March 2Sih I was nciousty at-
tacked and beaten aboul the morals and beliefs. 
The perpetrator of this crime - Jeremy Griffith, 
author of the book "Beyond the human Condi-
tion". He Km at Ih'is university to give us (I kid 
you not) the meaning of life, the Universe and 
everything. And for free! This was loo good to 
miss, my girlfriend and I fronted up at Ihe Abel 
Smilh.tooksealsnearthefronlandwailedeagerly. 
! should have been warned by Ihe fact that we 
were in the Abtl Smith thatall was nol well. If you 
know the meaning cfl'rfe you do not luind it over, 
free of charge, to UQ undergrads in the Abel 
Tbi^ f^furt. You take it to the UN and such like. But 
anyway ... 
It is impossible here to tell you exactly what Mr Griffith had to say, 
exceptthal,yesindeed,hedidgiveusthemeaninglife.Areyouready 
for it, here it comes, the meaning (flife is to form more stable wholes. 
YES! You heani il first. (Form more suible wholes?) 
I was bst, everyone else in the lecnire theatre was nodding ad going 
"Hmm, yes." What had I missed? Had I been given the meaning of 
life on a silver platter and not found enlightenment? It seemed so. 
What Mr Griffith had to say was, nonetheless, intriguing. I was,for 
the most part, riveted lo my seat, bull could not shake the feeling that 
somewhere along tbe Une he'd missed something. Maybe one of you 
oul there will buy a copy of his book (which is, by tbe way, an 
exceptional read) and find oul what h was. If you do, please tell me. ^ 
I hope mosl sincerely that I am wrong and Mr Griffith's book moves 
life into a new stage, bulfor the moment I am afraid that I will goon 
living by my own rules." 
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In all seriousness, the problem wilh Jeremy GrifTith's theories is 
that, despite their pretence, they are not scientific. The terms he 
uses are not defined • he calls certain human actions by such 
value-laden terms as 'good' and 'bad', as if such judgonenis can 
be made objectively and easily. There is little testable application 
of his ideas to the real world. 
Furthermore, these notions go against our ideas of evolution. One 
feels that Mr Griffith's theories may apply to migratory birds 
with fully conscious brains, but this is not how evolution works. 
Intelligence, like ali genetic traits evolved slowly in response to 
environmentalpressures. To call our instinctive self (or con-
science, as he calls it) as perfectly oriented is absurd - if Ihis were 
the case then there would be no need to evolve. 
CD 
What Jeremy Griffith is pro-
pounding is a rather simple, 
home-spun philosophy,However 
by attributing all the problems of 
the world to a psychological 
conflict between our 'conscience' 
and our'intelligence'which goes 
on within each of us, he rather 
simplifies those problems. Welive 
in a contple!i world with real 
problems. To simply ignore all 
social factors to our probl ems, as 
Mr Griffith has done, is I feci a 
backward step. 
David Gunsberg 
theWonder Cow, 
Valley Of tlie Humans" 
wrers 'HEY?' 
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SCIENCE, THE MEANING OF LIFE, OR A LOAD OF BOLLOCKS 
Jeremy G ifTitb's recent talk at Uni was cooceroed widi the lopk of bow we as 
human be'mgs sbouM make decisions for our long term good. This B certainly 
an important question, aod one which b not considen»l nearly eoougfa today. 
There b currently a raiher ovcrwbebning sense of cuhuial ipalhy • wc have 
been unwillingness to dbcuss the kinds of goals we want as (.society, and 
people have tended to just let things continue on u they are. 
There b no doubt that human beings are significantly different from other 
fomu of life in tiib world. We have an ability to model our envirooment, aod 
predict Ihe future which b unprecedented cm thb planet We sboukl be using 
thu ability to our best advanUge. Yet il b possible that we may be holding 
oufsckes back, mbdircctiog our effmis by tbe ootiofts we have of what il b lo 
be 'human'. Traditionally, people have looked at themselves as an immortal 
soul inhabiting an ephemeral body. The dichotomy lielween body andmind, 
or body and soul, is well establislied in Wcstcni philosophical and religious 
thought. I would argue that thb b an outdated view, and that fuling to view 
humans as a complete whole detracts from our ability to make effective plans. 
Many people do not loc4 at human beings as a physical whole because of a belief 
in 'free will'. Thb view sees people's posaulities as dbtinct from their bodies, 
progressing and making choices in anon-dciDmiiusiic vniy .Tlxre bno doubl that 
people feel as if they have free will. However perception is often different from 
reality. The argument that'I must have free will, bccausel feci likel have freewill" 
dtatioosrA pliysital TICM uf uuibramsscu biulogiudiVlip*-"' 
occuringinourbrainsinadelcrminbtic in so farasQuantum Mechanics, and Uic 
physics of today is delerminislic) fashioc. These processes conespcod lo decision 
making procedures in our minds, h does / ff( imply that dwse procedures are simple, 
creasy lo understand, or punly rational: nd non-emotional. Many pec l^c confuse 
'rationality' wilh 'ddcmunbm' • rati* nality b a part of human psychology, 
detenninism b about how the uiuveisc 0| crates. The two aicn'l the same. Thus the 
argumenl that "I must have free will b< cause I can fed and love and cn»(e' b 
equally fallacious. In the lass decade wc lave seen the advent of chaos theory, that 
U unpredictable behaviour occutring ir dctenninbiic systems. Thb b t cmcia] 
distinction-physical syslems,evcn ver>'i implconcs.canbecompletclyunpredict-
ablc but openling on totally detomirliaic-prinqpl«.-Our-bfain», which arfr 
So what are the problems associated with retaining the concept of 'titt will' 
and tbe mind/soul divbion in our view of ourseWes, 1 believe (here are quite 
a few (such as tbe lack of care that we ghfe lo our bodies when we see our'sotil' 
as our 'Hue' seU) but I will only discuss two. 
Fus tiy, when we see people as indhridual, immortal sods then thb implies that 
people's personalities an aU essentially similar. Tbb can '«ad ignoting the 
mdividual realitiesof peoples lives. Thus il b a kX easiertogeneralisefrom (me 
penon lo everyone, to assume that because somediing b Inie for me, il must 
be Utie for all. Thb tendency can be seen quite clearly io many religioas and 
philosophies whkh see it appropriate lo lay down extremely broad-reaching 
binding mora] j^inciples. While there can be no doubt Ihat people have 
common feature, each Lodividuai b located uniquely io a particular social 
environment Thb enviroomcat a^ects all of die experiences of that mdi-
viduaLSinceall of our decbioos arc based OQ our pasts.onwhatwehave leamt, 
^virrmm^tii -iram»lr" '^ly «t"p'« "tf^p'^ '-ptjonr Tit"* rp«pnf»«t Thi* ""i^'^ 
physk:al systems ofacomplexitymind-bogglingly greater than anything snidied in 
a physics lab. we can expect to be cwrcspondingly less predictable. Thus the fact 
that we have no idea what choicesweare going to make in the future b in no way 
contradictory to a physical understanding of ourselves. 
it a vciy difilcuk problem lo delenmoe what features are chmcierislically 
human(iegencticallycoo trolled) and which are socialccmstructs. Tbe problem 
should thus be approached wilh a great deal of caution aod loleraoce. Tlib need 
for lokiance t>Komes less in^ottant if we can assume thai eveiyooe's 
personalities are essentiallysimitar and not unduly influenced by envbtmment 
I would argue that it u oo sccident thai the ptelosophical and religious 
institutions whkh petpemate the dichoUnny 1 have mentioned propound Ihe 
more dogmatk and inflexible doctrines. 
Secondly, by viewing people as being separaU from the phys ical worl d, we arc 
portrayed as being indepeidenl of it, and thus free. Il is a very common view 
today - partkuiariy in the LiberalPaity - Ihatpeopleco/i have total liberty. Thb 
totally downplays all the coBsiraints thai we face in tbe real world. Poor people 
are told thai if they just work harder, they can free Uiemselves fitHn poverty. 
This ignores the fact that the stnicnires in our society are such that poor people 
have fewer oppottusu^ Women u t encouraged to igsort f emiiust concenvs, 
and simply live as successfully as diey can • again ignoring tbe stnichiral 
obstacle in ihe way of women. People ss. constrained by their environment, 
aod their of^wmmities b life depend upon tbeir backgrounds, abilities and 
desires -all of whkh are eitber determined or shaped by environment Rather 
than acting as if we are all spiritually free and equal, we should be examining 
tbc structural inequalities in our society and beting those who are dbadvan-
taged through no &ult of theirown. In lUs respect, IIK dkbolomy and the belkf 
in 'socbl deregulation' serves tbe same function as many religions have - lo 
stop people thinking aboul the oppression they face in thb world (since people 
who are 'evil' will be suitably punished in the 'next' world) and thus in fact to 
help perpetuate those stnictures of opfnesskn. As a sockty, we should be 
op<'nly, and wiUwut prejiidke, he ditcim ing the kind of future we wbb to «e.— 
Humans arc mdividuals aod we need f; rmore autonomy in cur lives,Thb will 
not be acbeived, however, by simply lianoving all govemmenl regulation (as 
lassaiz-faire Liberals think) but by ope aly examining the kind of structures wc 
have in society and how they affect p lopk, 
Jeremy GrifTidi's major thesb b thai a correct biokgical understanding of 
people b mccessaiy if wc arc to devi lop socially. Wilh thb, I tolally a ^ e . 
However any correct undosUmding b mly to be gained by seeing people as the 
exuemely compfcx eotiiks that they ire. We are all influenced by bolh lhc 
thoughts in our minds (whkh are sbj ed by our past hbtorks, whkh in turn 
are constrained by social hblory), and ly the geoedcs in our bodies (whkh are 
lihanfd hy the long, cnmpkx prace<i^ (jf evohilioo). No person can understand' 
all of these processes. Any system of diought whether h goes under the name 
of'religion', 'phil jsojAy', or 'scknce', whkh pretends to explam 'the human 
conditioo'can only result in a simplification of the problems wc face, and thus 
Martin Busb 
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CLIFFORD III - Raising Arizona. 
The hearse lurched as It sped along the highway between Gympie and 
Warwick. Cascades of water washed down the window that Cllnord gazed 
wearily out of. His eyes fell and blinked open, the rain outside limiting his 
vision. Behind him the hooded flgures dozed intermittantly while the 
driver, face hidden beneath his black cowl, drove unmovingly onward. 
" Good thing it's a straight road," quipped Clifford. 
The driver gave no response. The black robes were playing on Clifford's 
mind, the memories of the dark figure at the old man's shop hung vividly 
before him. 
"Nice robes." he commented, probing for some hint as to the identity of the 
figures, wether they were the same motormower wellding forms as he'd 
seen illuminated earlier In the storm.The drivers head turned and Clifford 
thought he glimpsed beneath its amber shroud parched skin, a covering 
over the mouth and tubes leading out of the robe to the ears, from which 
could be heard muffled music. Had there been a flash of green within tartan 
eyes? 
"Traditional garb." grated the figure, turning to loob ahead. 
Clifford also turned, looking once more through the window at the 
striking rain. His eyes unfocused as he recalled events from the past... ofa 
dawn lit beach and a figure surfing in the early morning swell. 
He was woken later from his reverie by a sharp turn pressing him into the 
glass. Ahead the car was now moving toward a collection of standing 
stones As they drew near Clifford picked out other black robed figures 
standing in a crowd around the outside of the stones. The hearse drew to 
a holt near these figures and the driver turned to rouse his sleeping 
comrades, 
"Wake up!", he said. 
Doors opened, figures emerged and the coffin from the back of the hearse 
was removed and stored onto shoulders. 
"Why are we stopping here ?", Clifford questioned the driver who had 
moved near him, 
"Towns full!". replied the driver. 
Clifford adjusted his spectacles and looked uncomfortably around at the 
milling figures, each dressed in darkly coloured robes. Once more he 
addressed the driver." Thanks so much for the ride but I have to contact 
some people so Til Just walk into town and use the phone". 
With one gesture from the driver, Clifford was seized by the surrounding 
flgures and dragged into the centre of the stones. 
"So you are The FOUR BLACK CUTTERS OF THE GYMPIE NIGHT STREETS 
OF HEU!". 
"Yes", commented the driver as Clifford was led to stand in the centre of the 
crowd besides the coffin and an extremely bald headed man. 
"What a downer", Clifford thought to himself. 
The extremely bald headed man stepped to the top of oneof the stones and 
called in a sonorous voice. 
"Are The FOUR BLACK CUTTERS OF THE GYMPIE NIGHT STREETS OF 
HELL present ?" 
The reply came from the midst of the crowding flgures. 
" We are here. We are the CUTTERS. We are in BLACK. We are from 
GYMPIE." 
"Are The EBONY MASTER OF AUSTRALIAN CUTTING SARCASM present" 
"Get a Job baldy", came a voice. 
"Are The EXTREMELY NASTY PEOPLE WHO SOMETIMES TERRORISE A 
REAL LOT OF PEOPLE IN LATOLEY present" 
"Yes!", the reply of a very weary author came simply out 
"Then we are all present ?" 
" No, rm not here." 
"Who are you who are not here yet can speak of their own absense." 
" We are The CONSOLIDATED PINKENBA NASTY PEOPLE WHO ARE 
OFTEN LATE YET CAN STHL SPEAK OF THEHl ABSENCE". 
There was a silence for what could have been a minute or two. 
"Let us continue". The attention of all present turned to where Clifford 
stood with the coffin. 
"Before us we have the lest of those who would block our way to the 
disproportionate number of motormower services in Gympie and his 
concort Nothing now can stop our march into Gympie. We leave tonight." 
There was a roar of groanings from course voices, cut to gasps when a 
flgure billowing in the growing wind swung through the crowd as if from 
nowhere. He dropped next to Clifford calling." Not so fast" 
The bald headed man sneered and screamed Jeeringly," And what is to stop 
us, lohn LaFlte' the swinging pirate. You yourself have placed yourself 
within our clutches. How can stop our march on Gympie". 
The lid of the coffin shuddered from a blow within and a voice within said 
blast 
"Blast!" 
Another blow sent the lid flying as the old man slowly sprang up, his 
loaded shot gun held before him. 
" By ttie PACT OF MOTORMOWER SERVICES... TH make a dam good try of 
it" 
"How did you do that ?", questioned Clifford. 
The old man leveled the gun above the crowds head and dissharged one 
barrel. The darkly robedflgures dispersed and lohn LaFlte' dragged Clifford 
as he and the old man made their way ttirough. 
"I'll tell you later", said the old man. 
They reached the same hearse that Clifford had arrived in and the old man 
motioned Clifford inside as he kept cover on the enclosing crowd. LaFite' 
started the engine as the old man flred once more above their heads then 
quickly entered the vehicle as It began to move off. 
"Where are we going ?" Cflfford managed through the confusion of the 
escape. 
"Back to Gympie - there's things a happnln an we's all got to plan. 
The black hearse sped off into the night 
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^ DEPARTMENT OF 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND TRADE 
U 
Graduate Careers 
The Deparliiiein of F<)reii>ii .Aftnir.s and Tmcle (D!V\T) offers a profcssionnlly 
clinllcMiHin.^  and revvartling career for it.s ijrnduale recruits. Ttiey will work In the 
Deparlinent'.s central office In Canberra and will have the opportunity to be 
assigned to an Australian overseas diplomatic or consular mission. During the 
initial two yoar.s in Canberra, prior lo an overseas postiny, recruit.'; undertake a 
Graduate Diploma in Foreign Affairs and Trade accredited by the Australian 
National Univef,"iity. This is studied on a part-time basis. 
We invite graduates and tliose who wiii Ljraduale tiiis year to apply to enter the 
Department of [breiijii Affairs and Trade as a (Jraduate Recruit comineiicins,' in 
February l!li):!. 
SUCCESSHJI. CANDID.VTES ARE LIKELY TO HAVE: 
• a dcjjree in economics, law. cnniercc, international relation.s , .straloKic studies 
modern history. Asian studies, ptililic adtuinistration. accountancy Inisiiiess 
studies or lans^uai^ es. probably with tionouis 
• a solid workini! knowledi;e of one or more of the foljowini^ laiiHuaijes: .laimncse. 
Chinese, Korean, Arabic. Russian, Indonesian, Thai. French, German, or 
Spanish. 
• about lialf will iiave had 2 or :t years related work e.Nperieuco. 
A|)plicants must liold .Australian citizenship, althouijti jiermaiieiit residents may 
be offered employment pendinii the Hranlinj; of citizenshi]). 
INTERESTED GRADLATES SH0L1.D: 
1. Contact the Australi.in Pulilic .Service Recruitment Office (AI'.SRD) in your 
state (or authorisation to sit the (jradtiate Selection Test. (AI'.SI^ O telephone 
nuinbers are listed below.) Authorisations will be available Ijetwecn .Mondav 
27 April and l-iitlay 1 .May I5!i)2. 
2. If you achieve a score which qualifies you for the .Au.strnlian Public Service 
(AI'.S) in the Graduate .Selection Test, the Department ol Employment Educa-
tion and Traininij (DEET) will send you their "Graduate Administrative 
,\ssislimls/Ciraduale Economist Pack." Yon will be «sked to nninin.ile which 
.Australian Public Service Departments you wish lo apply for. 
YOU MUST NOMINATE THE DEPART.MENT OF I'OREIGN AFI'AIRS AND TRADE 
AS EITHER Y()1;R FIRST OR SIXOND PREFERENCE 
:). If you have achieved a DFAT (jualifying score on the Graduate .Selection Tesi, 
an academic rntlni; of at lea.st ;) and have nominated the Department ol 
I'orelyn Affairs and Trade as your first or second preference, you %vill be asked 
hy DEET on behalf of DIvVP to sit the General Kiiowledj<e Test (GKT) set by 
the Department of Foreiyn Affairs and Trade. You will also bo sent an 
application kit to be completed and returned directly to the Department of 
Foreitjn Affairs and Trade by a specified date. A|)plicants mu.st then achieve 
qualifying scores on the GKT for their applications to he considered. 
Recorded informatiiin is available from the Department of I'oreign .Affairs and 
Trade on the following numbers: (06) 2G1 :\\6\. (Oli) 261 :17:». 
Applications (rom people of non-English s|)eakinH backgrounds and Aboriginals 
and Torres Strait Islanders are cncouragecl. 
APSRO contact numbers: .Sydney (02) 201 92'.);) Melbourne (,o:0 (itUi 71(i6 Brisbane 
(07) 221 !)14.1 Perth (09) -WI (127(i Adelaide (08) 22.1 6101) Hobarl (002) 31 SSi)! 
Darwlu (089) 82 944.') Canberra (Ofi) 274 4021 
fortieth decimal place 
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Budget '93 
The Student Union has just released ils Budget for 1992. As expected, its emphasis is on reducing expenditure rather than expanding the 
Union. It follows in BMTs tradition from last year of culling funds to areas seen by the conservalives as 'irrelevent' or 'inefftcient'. Overall, 
budgetted expenditure is down $71000 from lastyear. However SlOO 000 of cuts have been made in jusl four areas • Activities, Sender, the 
Cement Box and Orientation. Thus these four areas are actually financing spending increases of $29 000 in other areas. Thus it appears that 
TRI's version of 'fiscal responsibility' amounts to slashing areas they don't like in order to increase spending for areas ihey do. 
ThcWinntEs 
• Colleges - Funding up $2 000 (15%) on last year's budget, and 
up $4 000 (37%) cm last year's expenditure. In other areas, Union 
Treasurer Marcus Oarlc based this years budget cm last year's 
expenditure. Here, however, Marcus gave colleges everything they 
asked for. despte admitting that he "didn'l know" what $3 000 of 
the money allotted was intended for. Marcus staled that he had 
confidence the Colleges VP would be able lo spend the money 
well. This couldn't have anything to do with the fact that Marcus 
is a college student? 
• Executive Wages - Up $8 000 (11 %) on last year While talking 
about tou^ economic circumstances and tbe need for funcling 
cuts, the executive have decided lo pay themselves more. Wages 
for Orientation week woikers, which consisted entirely of the 
Executive and the<r fiiends was also up $1 000 (25%), de^ite a 
$10 000 reduction in the area. 
Pcfformers and non-berfftnniTs 
• Cement Box - Under the management of Jai Greenaway, the 
Cement Box Theatre has been able to halve its loss, creating an 
even more useful student resource than ever 
• Schonell - Unfoitunately the Schonell theatre has been ninning at 
a loss lately, after years of returning a profiL It seems that students 
are no longer patronising their own cinema since the explosion of 
movie houses around Brisbane last year, particularly the new 
cinema at Indooroopilly. This is unfortunate, as the Schonell is a 
student cinema, providing quality cinema at discount prices for 
dents. 
The Losers 
• Education • down $3 000 (6%). We have already seen the 
Education handbook been cut by TKI, with a correqxmding loss of 
student services. 
• Environment - do-ATi $2 800 (66%). Marcus stated that the reascm 
for these cuts was that the TRI-appointed Environment OfTicer 
"Vasn't interested in doing anything" 
• Orientation - De^itc spending more on wages, refreshments for 
Orientation helpers and T-shirts designed by a friend of the 
Orientation Director, TRI ^ n t $15 000 less an OrienUtion Ihis 
year. They claim it was still enteitaining. This is up for students to 
decide. 
• Part-time Students - These students have a certain amount of 
their student fee set aade for their own use. D e ^ t e earlier arguing 
that he was in favour of de-centralization, and tliat students with 
such allocations should be free to spend this money how they saw 
fit, here Marcus decided to determine how prt-timers money 
should be ^ n t , and slashed $3 000 from part-timers publications 
and promotions. 
• Semper - Slashed $35 000 (27%) from funding. TRI argue Ihat 
efficiency improvements in Ihe area can save this much. However 
the Semper Editors argue that although eOiciency measures, which 
they support, will save money, 27% in Ihe first year is a ridicu-
lously high figure, and can ratly lead lo a induction in the level of 
service. No other area in the budget has been expected to sustain 
such heavy cost-cutting measures, and this looks su^ciously like a 
conservative attack on Semper. TRI have stated <HI several 
occaaons that Ihey will be flexible in Ihis first year of change. We 
can only wait and see if they will live up lo their promises. 
• Womens Equal Opportunity - a traditional Budgetary loser, 
again denied equipment and funding by Ihe conservatives. TRI are 
refusing to fund a sink in the Women's room, needed to fulfil 
health requirements forthe provision of tea and coffee. Predictably, 
Marcus' first reaction was to suggest the abolition of this student 
service. 
No rorts in our house 
As we all know, this years Executive are finmly committed to 
*stopfang lhc rorts' in our Union. Wilh their able hands on the tiller, 
we can rest assured that there will be completely open, honest and 
accountable administration in ihe fme traditions of the Westminster 
system. We can expect Ihat there will be absolutely no instances of 
favouritism towards their friends and allies. 
On a different note, the Union has recently lost the services of it's 
vending machine stockists, John Biggs and Eric Crooke. These two 
gallant mooses-about-town (who were both members of last years 
Executive, and have both been appointed to various positions by this 
years team) were hotly lipped to get the job when it came upeariier this 
year, and many people claimed that it was common knowledge that 
ihey would get the nod, even before applications for the positions had 
closed. In any case they threw themselves into the job with energy and 
enthusiasm until Ihey lost Iwo weeks ago. 
On Friday afternoons, the newplace to be is Ihe Rec club. 
Here you can relax and listen to the strains of James 
Gifford on guitar. Yes, last years President, like Nero, 
harbours musical ambitions James (a current 
Union councillor) is being sponsored in his 
endeavours by Activities to the tune of hun-
dreds of dollars worth of typesetting and 
screenprinting. Thanks to your Union, both 
Friday afternoons and James have a new lease 
of life, especially considering the free keg 
put on last week. So if 
you happen to be on campus on Fridays, like 
those of us who are semi-pennanenl fixtures 
on campus, give it a try. 
A cri-de eoeur 
At the end of last year the editors <^ Semper had to 
fight, debate and argue to keep Semper operating. 
Last year's exec, without any consultation or investigation 
wanted simply to sack the layout artist at Semper and to 
combine this position with that of the typesetter, an impossible 
task. This would have rendered Semper drastically reduced or 
simply unable to operate. 
The Semper sLtff and editors had to argue tooth and nail for an 
independant assessor to show ihat sacking the Layout artist 
would actually lose mraiey for the union from loss of advcitis-
ing and having to go outside Ihe Union for layout work. First at 
a Services and Finances Committee and then at a Unitm 
Council Meeting the debate was taken to members of the lefl, 
right, independants, anyone to try to keep Semper operating. 
We introduced Ihe motion to call for an independent assessor at 
council, and eventually won, in part due lo back bench TRI 
members voting with us. Against the motion were noticeably; 
Midiael Kleinsdunidt (the current Union president, by proxy), 
Marcus Garic (treasurer), Ladilan Colquhoun (clubs and socs 
V.P) (although not Vince). 
The exec have proposed that Semper be funded for 30 pges 
plus 5 pages of advertising. Any extra space must come from 
fluids from extra advertising. To me this is loo litlle ^ c e for 
the entertainment and infonnation Semper can provide and will 
be an issue to be discussedJf you want to have a say in >vtat 
your student newspaper will be then come and talk to the 
editors or see Vince Gordon in the Union Ccxnplex. (tetters are 
good too). 
Vince is only partially right wlien he says that this years Exec 
are not interfering with the independence of Semper - Ihey 
haven't directly censored us; they just aren't giving us any 
mtxiey to do anything. Our budget has been cut by $35 000, or 
30%. Qmsidering we are going through such tough ectmomic 
limes Ihat the Union has a $500 000 surplus, this seems a trifle 
excessive. 
We are part of the process to bring in the new changes and will 
be remaining finn rai retaining the quali^ of Semper and would 
appreciate your si^jport. 
Thankyou 
1 
f: 
Is it worth tbe risk? 
^ 
Inspired by an Edgar Allen Poe Story, developed this signalling device In 1901, a Russian Count Karnice- Upon obtaining the results 
Premature Burial, and by (possibly intending it to be fitted on all Karnicky conducted a suivey of mes- "Help, get me out of here" 
very dubious) statistics that 1 in 500 coffins. sages transmitted by 100 users of this "Whats the score in the 
people are buried alive, in 1882 a device. Fourth Test?" • ^ • S 
German Inventornamed Krichbaum f J ^ - y , - ^ - - ^^^4- M^wwi^A^^ ^1i^,^ he streamlined the message signal-Ml you get Dunea alive ' img device to a simple fial 
You're a bloody idiot. 
If you're a bit short, take 
your student card"^  down 
to Hungry Jacks Taringa 
for a big feed at a small 
price. 
20% OFF 
FOR STUDENTS AT 
HUNGRY JACKS 
TARINGA 
* For Drive Thru orders please men-
tion Student Discount when placing 
your order. 
* Student Card must be presented to 
obtain Discotmt. 
HUNCRY 
JACICS 
GOHA GET BACK 
TO JACKS 
forty-fourth decimal place 
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"Dirty Weekend" 
I've been walking at night on campus lately with my rape whistle firmly in 
hand, but after reading thb novel I've a mind to obtain and feel in my pabn 
the weight of something heavier, something metallic or wooden, something 
thick and blunt, something thin and sharp... 
Helen Zahavi's novel is an exercise in empowerment, from the very first 
sentence on the first page. "This is the story of Bella, who woke up one 
morning and realised she'd had enough" - but Bella's story is one of 
rcbelliori, end this is what makes the book not only relevant, but important. 
Many novels detail women's oppression under patriarchy, womcn'ssuffering, 
and female fears and experiences; rarely do you fmd a book about women's 
revenge. Dirty Weekend details thatrevcngc wilh taut and trif^ingly poetic 
prose that makes the murderous words all that much sweeter. 
The book is about a woman, Bella; a shy (read frightened), quiet (read 
silenced) woman with a minding-her-own-business kind of life. The 
disruption to B ella's life is the man next door - "An ordinary man", as Zahavt 
writes, "A man who watched and wanted". The man, Tim, subjects Bella to 
his hardly original brand of abuse for a while, and then Bella simply tires of 
it. Notonly does she tire of it, she tiresof gUof it - and this is when the fun 
starts, of course. 
Zahavi makes no judgements; Bella'-s anarchic and bloody rampage is not 
justified or apologised for or denigrated. Bella simply acts, and her lack of 
fear and re-appropriation of power is a delight. Zahavi uses humour 
(admittedly visciously black humour) to widen the book's appeal and liven 
the action, and her raunchy, red-raw prose will appeal to everyone, most 
especcially to those who have survived a wounding like Bella's and lived to 
tell the tale. Dirtv Weekend is a thin novel with hypnotic power - it has been 
described by some mainstream critics as 'shocking*, 'angry*, 'disturbing', 
and even 'dangerous*, to be recommended "among women only, and highly 
feminised women at that'* (Sunday Tribune). That, I think, is something we 
can consider gcnumely exciting. Above all, as Naomi Wolf pointed out. 
Ditty Weekend is an act - il is a warning. 
Eleanor Mamey 
/ / : 
ff 
RJ. O'Rourke 
Perhaps the best way to get anything out of holidays from hell is to read it' 
through once taking carefulnote of inlerestingpoints then to throw the thing 
in the bin, keeping the notes for later reading. 
Thb will do two things: 
Firstly, you'll keep Ihe information from the book, which is quite good for 
it*s offhand account of different countries around the world. The book goes 
to hellholes from (and here's where we use that Ibt of places to give an 
inspiring idea of the scope of the book) Lebanon to IHsneyland, Europe to 
South America and covers some good material aboul the seedier side of the 
world (which hotels in Lebanon have the best bomb shelters and is the 
Epcot centre worth the admbsion fee ).If your looking for a book to get an 
idea of the daily living conditktn of some wordly places then thb book b 
quite good in some areas. It can te an interesting read. 
Secondly, you'll get rid of the authors running commentary throu^ut the 
book. As I said above, the book makes for some interesting reading but I 
found myself distracted from this by the authors style. He uses a lot of 
sarcasm throughout the book, is definitely pro-American and anti-
Communbt and has no quarms in expressing thb. I'll thro\y in a glimpse 
ofsexism foi; good measure. 
Admittedly I have only read selections of thb work so don't take mj' word 
for i t Read the first chapter, if you like it buy it otherwise theirs a good 
Leunig collection at the front of the shop, 
Phillip O'Dea 
BOOK REVIEWS 
* ? : ^ All of the books on this page are available through The tXniversity bookshop HHE LMXEJISIH 
BOOKSHOP 
"Possession" 
A.S. Bryatt 
The hectic work! of contemporary romance writing throws up a myriad of novels wilh 
titles chosen to grip the febrile imaginations of frustrated oEBce-girls, housewives (and, 
hard to belicveasdyed-in-the-woolsexbts may find the notion,red-bloodeddenim-clad 
males) desparatc for a few hours harmless wish-fulfilhnent fantasy. Thence come the 
turgid bra-busters (modem equivalent of a bodice-rippa) chumod out by Taylor-
Bradford, Cartland, and the sisters Collins. 
The least satbfactory aspect of thb excellent novel b its title, which sounds more like 
that of a bra-buster than an imaginative, Gncly honed work of fiction. Not that it's a case 
of nice book, shame about the title, as possession and posscssivcncss are stnmg themes 
Ihroughoul the novel. 
POSSESSION won the 1989 Booker Prize, a oontentwus bsue for some critics who 
found it overly mannered and'romantic'.Itbuitashamedlya romantic novel in that it 
deals with a love-affair (in fad two). And ils aspirations lo 'literariness', bothof content 
and style, arc at limes a little too apparent; andone might concede that the plot (especially 
its denouement) b more than a little cmtrived. None of which, unless of the type to 
demand gritty 'realism' from hb or her reading, should worry the reader in Ihe kast. My' 
adv ice is lo abandon the k)fty and austere demands of analytical perfectionism and cast 
oneself headlong into the richness intimated by thb book's gorgeous cover. 
The pk}t b centred atound two literary scholars: Roland Michel! b a starving post-grad 
researching the life of the famous Victorian romantic poet Randolph Henry Ash, and 
discovers ootrespondence between Ash and Cristabcl LaMolte, another poeL This 
disco very 1 eads to a quest of detection with Maud Bailey (an expert on LaMotte), as both 
try to dclcimine the nature and extent of the poets' relationship. Along the way Byatt: 
supplies a mastofu] pastiche ofnineteenth-ccntuiy letters in Ihc invcntcdcompositions 
of Ash and LaMotte, as well as delightful observations of Ihc acadcnuc and liuraiy 
establishments, whose obsessions, quirks and rivalries she skilfully satirises. Students 
of modem literaiy studies in particular will sppaxxaie. ihb dimension of the novel ^ 
Perhaps the accusations of prtcnsion were aimed at this sometimes self-conscious 
invocation of post-modem theorists; or more likely, at Byatt's writing style, for it does 
occasionally seem that she rcvek in polysyllalac prolixity. Even hr worst excesses, 
however, aielcmpeied by an ovcrallacuityofvbionlhatgenerallystecrsclcarof self-
indulgence. POSSESSIC^ b also a moving story (although the professicxially cynical 
and heartless will no doubt find it unbelievable, but who Ibtens to them?) that involves 
Ihc reader mote and more deeply in ihe romantic {^ght of Randol]^ and Christabel If 
one finds POSSESSION lacking minute psychological dissection (or b that indulgent 
morbidity) one may nonetheless appreciate its generosity and ils rc&ushing ambition. 
Anastacia Kane. 
"Black Horse 
II 
Searching for a lost Roman city Ihat no-one really believes in, nor even 
hcardof in the northern wilds of China is all vey well and good, but how does 
one go about it? Especially if one is an unemployed mature-age U.N.E. arts 
graduate from Adelaide with no professional credentials? Thb b the major 
question posedby the author of Black Horse Odyessy,who found himself 
in jusl such a siiuation at the end of the 80's. 
His solution was deviously simple. S ave up as much money as you can, then 
go to China and look for it, meeting lots of Interesting people from as around 
the world as you go, then write a book abut i t 
Black Horse Odyessy b just such a book, and a reasonably good read it is 
al that. Not the Indiana Jones "piece together the lost map, fight the 
Bedoiuns and find the city laden with holy artifacts" style of story I was half 
expecting, bul a kind of Ihe worid is full of quaint locab and interesting 
places, with half a ruined stone wall iii the middle of a rice field thrown in 
at the end for good measure. 
But, as I say, it b a pretty good read, and rather a hard one to describe. Part 
travelogue, part introduction to Chinese culture, and part "What I Did On 
My Holidays", BHO b one man with a dream against a world full of experts 
tcllinghimhccouldn'ldoit, andthaf's always agoodstart for any story. But 
for my money, the best part was the insight into university life in China. 
Whilst living there, the author was employed as an English tutor in a 
university, before and after the Tiannemin Square massacre in 1989, and 
what he wrote reminded me that there are some places where sttidents are, 
if nothing else, frying to bring about a better world for people to live, in, 
trying to make a difference, rather ihan jusl sitting around, "not wanting ia 
get involved", even when the Usucs concern them directly. It's so...sony; 
I got a little carried away there, back to the book. 
Black Horse Odyessy bn'l a difficult book to read, and as good a way as 
any to pass the time, (well, actually, I can think of numerous better ways, 
but I digress). Just remember, that there are only about 100 names to go 
around a billion people b China, and thus, not everyone called Mr 23iang 
b the same person. Bear Ihis in mind and much confiision will be avoided. 
Read. Enjoy. 
Darryi Rosin. 
i 
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Metaluna 
. , "The Adman" . 
Woodward theatre, 
QUT, Kelvin Grove 
until April 11 
st \ idents $10 
Outdoor theatre 
which tells of 
experiences of 
people with 
disabilities in 
parks and 
includes a whale 
iunong o the r 
t h i n g s . 
M.O.C.A. 
The Loading Bay 
Photography by John 
Elliot •' 
until April 17 
The Queensland Ballet 
The Taming of the 
Shrew 
Suncorp Theatre 
until sat April ii 
Other 
Things 
Cafe Polkloric 
Migrant RSsource 
Centre 
Thu Apr i l ' 16 
8.00 prnm 
Students $6 
Chinese Orchestral 
music, Spanish guita 
and Italian 
Accordian! 
BYO, food available. 
Highlights yet to 
come include a 
record attempt on 
the World's 
longest Banana 
split on April 12 
between the mall 
and the Botanical 
Gardens. 
Street 
are 
running"Livable 
Streets" a 
community project 
from April to 
June based on 
connnunity 
attitudes towards 
their urban 
space. 
The Third 
International 
Comedy Bananza is 
running until Sun 
April 12. There 
will be 
performances in the 
Mall everyday, as 
well as other 
locations. 
Arts 
The project will 
culminate in a 
street festival in 
June. Anyone 
interested is 
welcome to attend 
a meeting at the 
Blind Hall, Tue 28 
April, 6.30-8.30" 
Queensland Art 
Gallery 
"Hoet & Chandon 
Exhibition" 
10 April - 10 May 
"Urban Bonsai" 
until May 4 
"Focus on the 
Netherlands" 
Griifith 
University's 
Artwotks are 
currently running 
their workshops for 
first' Semester. 
Anyone interested . 
, in participating 
should contact 
thero. ^ 
La Boite are running 
a young playwright's 
conference over 
Easter, from Sun 
April 19 to Fri 
April 24 
Anyone interested in 
participating should 
ring La Boite. 
Palm Sunday Rally 
for Peace and 
Disarmament. 
Albert Park 
April 12 
11 am 
March to Musgrave 
Park 
12.30 pzQ 
It has come to our attention that 
our presentation of science in this 
issue has been somewhat biased 
by our bacl^ounds in physics, 
and that we have thus completely 
failed to represent a large section 
of the scientific community. 
We are mature enough to admit 
this to be the case, and so have 
here included Dr Florey, the well 
known and respected 
microbiologist in order to redress 
this problem. 
We humbly apologise, and from 
nowon our dealings with biological 
scientists will be conducted with 
the utmost respect 
' • * • ' ; : 
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Clubs&SoGs: a 
$47,800 Granted to Clubs 
First semester grants were 
approved by council on the 25th 
of March and a record $47,807 
in grants will be received by 
clubs. The total year's allocation 
has also been increased by 
$5,000 to $105,000. 
(nearest $) 
1,000 
1,000 
298 
1.575 
356 
228 
587 
225 
183 
516 
400 
QUMS 
UDS 
African Students Union 
AIESEC 
ALP Qub 
Amardcan Players 
Amnesty International 
Anglican Society 
Arts Society 
BITE (Inform alion Society) 
Borneo Society 
BRUCE (Architecture Studenu 
Association) 830 
Bushwalking Club 368 
Catholic Community 262 
CESA (Civil Engineering Students 
Association) 719 
Chinese Society 238 
Academy of Chinese Students 514 
ChocSoc 454 
CAA (Community Aid Abroad) 296 
CISCAC (Commitlce in solidarity with 
Central Ame tican and Ihe Canibean) 229 
Gassics & yVndenl Hisloiy Students 
Society 276 
CromwtU College Student Qub 655 
Dead Chemists Society 468 
Debating Sodety 317 
Dogs in Space (Town Planning 
Students a d ) ) 275 
Duchesne College Student Gub 624 
Economics Society of Australia 238 
Electrical Engineering Students 675 
Emmanuel College Student Gub 935 
EUS (Engineering Undergraduate 
Society) 3.500 
English Students Society 235 
Evangelical Union 314 
Fiji Studenls Association 280 
Free Education Gub 313 
French Gub 292 
Games Society 290 
German Students Association 209 
Geosciences Society 395 
GLOC (Gays & Lesbians on Campus) 607 
Government Students 340 
Grace College 559 
Hong Kong Studenls Association 410 
Human Movements Studies Students 
Society 867 
Instrumental Society 374 
International House Student Club 308 
Japanese Society 348 
Journalism Students Association 561 
Law Society 2.519 
Uberal Gub 654 
Linkers Gub 280 
Master of Business Administration 
Sludent Gub 531 
Manufacturing and Materials Society 263 
Mechanical Engineering Society 719 
Mediasval Society 253 
Microbiology Association 262 
Mining &. Metallurgical Students 
Association 420 
Mo«orcycle.Gub 228 
Music Students ' 324 
Muslim Students Association 356 
Occupational Tlieropy.Studcnts' 
Assodation 740 
OCF (Oveneas Christian Fellowship) 354 
Pharmaceutical Students Association 740 
nUUipine Intemaiioiul Studenls 
Orgaiuiat'tcn 240 
Philosphy .Students Assodation 191 
Physiotherapy Students Association 580 
Psychology Students 646 
QUAFSS (Agricuhuic & Forestry Studenls 
1,280 
500 
266 
178 
478 
759 
1.245 
327 
383 
Assoc.) 
QUASI (Association of Student 
Teachen) 
QUSDAS (Seventh Day Advcmisi 
Society) 
Rainbow Alliance 
Resistance Gub 
Sdence Students 
SECS (Society of Economics and 
Commerce Students) 
SICH (Student Initiatives in 
Community Health) 
Singapore Studenls Society of Qld 
SWSA (Social Work Studenu Assoc.) 298 
Speech and Hearing Students' Assoc 646 
SI Johns Cdlege Student Gub 887 
St Leos College Student Gub 573 
Student Life 208 
Students for Christ 356 
Union College 1,087 
United College FeUowshipw 293 
Vegetarian Gub 302 
Veterinary Students Association 1.310 
Womens College 655 
The C & S Office has purchased 
a State of the art XEROX 5065 
photocopier valued at $250,000. 
This will introduce unheard of 
efficiencies for clubs including 
automatic document stapleling 
and 1,000 copy document 
collation, ideal for large 
newsletter runs etc. This comes 
in line with TRI's commimient 
to upgrade the C&S areas 
facilities. 
O'WEEK MARKET DAY A 
HUGE SUCCESS 
This year saw the club 
participation in O'Day almost 
double with 100 clubs and 
corporate stalls located under 
10 huge marquees inthe Great 
Court. The majority of clubs 
recorded increased membership 
and new students were given an 
excellent opportunity to find out 
what all the various clubs were 
about. 
GET INVOLVED 
There are over 100 clubs and 
societies, surely one of these 
must interest YOU. For more 
details ring Clubs & Socs on 
371 1611 or just pop into the 
office. 
Lachlan Colquhoun, C&S 
Vice-President 
Union PublicatioiisireaRevlewei 
The exec this year are following recommendations to changes in the Publica-
tions area as introduced bu council late last year. 
Following the recommendations of an independent report prepared by Techne 
Media Consultants, the Union is establishing a Union Publications Area. This 
will be headed by a full time Manager, who wiU co-ordinate all the work the 
Union produces. This includes Semper, liandbooks such as the Education and 
O'Week handbooks, and other materials put out over the year. 
Essentially, the system aims to provide a working area to which all parts of the 
Union, Qubs and Societies, and students in general can come to have wo± 
done. It will provide a more accountable, more efficient and professionally 
managed entity for all of us to use. 
Furtherrefonnsadopted from the reportinclude the appointmentofaprofessional 
advertising service for Semper and other appropriate publications, so as to 
maximise the potential advertising revenue. Additional equipment has been 
bought to improve the working capabilities of the office. 
The editorial independence of Semper or other publications has not been 
interfered with in any way - the reform process is aimed at improving the 
stmctures within which these publications are compiled. 
Once up and running, the Area should be able to handle much more of the needs 
of dubs (e.g. posters, leafiets) and individuals (e.g. CV's), The manager's 
position is being advertised at present, so tlie fiill service should be in place 
concretely for Semester Two. 
These reforms create a better service for students and their publications, and 
overall should make for greater cost efficiency. Take advantage of what you 
pay for in your SSC - make the Union work for you. 
Vince Gordon, General Vice President 
•^ ^111^4^^11; 
Your Union is interested to hear your thoughts on the viability of a trisemester university system. 
At present universities lie idle for one third of the year - millions of dollars in infrastructure simply 
waiting around for nothing. Yet contrast this situation with therest of the year, w hen our University 
operates well beyond breaking pomt point - overcrowding in lectures, large lunchtime refectory 
crowds, impossibility of finding a carparic, unobtainable library materials, and buses passing your 
stop in the morning because they are full. 
These problems are mainly related to overcrowding. A trisemester system would solve this 
problem by distributing the crowding throughout the year. Not only wouid it save everyones' 
nerves, but the costs of education will be lower with this more efficient usage of resources. 
An additional benefit is that of time. While it is arguable whether undergraduates should be able 
10 complete six semester degrees in three years Ihe effect our present system has on part-time 
students and those doing a second degree is indefensible. It is rid iculous to make a part-time student 
spend six years at Uni when a trisemester system wouid see them spending only four. 
All shidents, however, gain to benefit from the flexibility a trisemester system brings, i.e. the ability 
to choose when and where or indeed if breaks are taken: expectant parents, those planning overseas 
travel, students that fall ill, and many others. A trisemester will allow students failing subjects 
to catch up. 
But questions remain: 
• should there be a minimum requirement to study for a set number of years in the case of fu^t-
time students? 
• what about small courses that don't have the numbers to justify a third semester such as many 
postgraduate areas? 
• what about regimented courses like Architecture, Speech Therapy, Medicine? 
• are you aware of any disadvantages to students? 
• should it be a fuU-on concept or should the third semester be less fonnal and offer a smaller 
subject range? 
If you have any ideas please don't hesitate to ring, write, or drop in and have your say to me at the 
Student Union. 
Marcus Clark- UnioD treasurer 
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The 1992 Union Budgetis themost 
responsible ever, with a projected 
surplus of $500,000. This result is 
up $60,000 from last year despite 
many unfavourable factors: 
• no fee increase last year 
• inflation and wage increases 
• limited growth in student numbers 
• reduced trading profits owing to 
the recession 
Some of the major savings have 
included: 
• Cement Box Theatre - saving of 
$10,000 thanks to the efforts of Jai 
'B|dgeii2ii||i!||ani0ui 
Greenaway 
Administrator 
Theatre 
• O'Week - saving of $15,000 
owing to more effective stock 
control, organisation and 
advertising 
• Activities - saving of $40,000 
owing to the reduction of the area's 
wage overheads 
Our agenda calls for even more 
savings this year and many will 
attack us because of this-it will be 
said that our savings involve 
reduction of services to students. 
This simply isn't true, our aims are 
toensurethe bestdirection of funds 
to students as possible and the 
elimination of needless waste and 
bureaucracy. 
Your executive's true reflections 
are evidenced by the increase in 
funding a number of areas which 
have an excellent track record of 
servicing student needs: 
• Increased grants to Clubs & Socs 
• Extra funding to Disabled 
Students and Overseas Students 
In conclusion we are running at a 
surplus because for the past three 
out of four years students have 
elected responsible teams to 
manage the Union. Last year's 
Executive are to be congratulated 
for leaving behind an efficent, cost 
effective Union. It is my hope that 
I can do the same for future 
students. 
Marcus Clark, Union Treasurer 
Ever found that there is no where to 
eat on campus late at night? Have 
you seen a movie at the Schonell 
and had to go elsewhere for a meal 
afterwards? Well, die Union tiiinks 
it may have found the solution, in 
a proposal put forward by Mr Pietro 
Agnoietto from the Schonell. 
The Union is presently considering 
the proposal of creating a Pizzeria 
next to die Schonell, above the 
Commonwealth Bank. The 
Pizzeria will be aimed at providing 
the same sort of atmosphere as ,,^ 
otiierup-marketcafesaround town,[5|i 
such as Dolce Vita etc. It wiir 
provide on its menu for pizzas, 
chicken, desserts, coffees - all the 
things and more that you find in 
side-walk cafes. 
The emphasis in the Pizzeria is to 
be on quality, price and service. 
Particularly, the aim is to provide 
meals at student prices, 
recognising that many of the 
overheads of other businesses can 
be avoided in the Union structure. 
Thus, for example, a medium pizza 
should cost $6 to $8; in stark 
contrast to otiier places round town. 
A delivery service would operate 
for the .campus area. 
While die pros and cons are still 
being weighed up, the overall 
proposal is being viewed 
favourably. As the roof above the 
Bank has to be relaid in any case 
(as it leaks!), it is an ideal 
opportunity to incorporate such 
development. 
So, subject to confirmation, look 
forward to a new facility for 
students on campus opening shortiy 
into semester two. 
Michael Kleinschmidt, President 
lWfii!WomB«ivrtiei 
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On Wednesday, 25 April, Splat 
Acrobat played in the Forum Area at 
lunchtime to an appreciate audience. 
Comedy was the word in Activities 
from the 30th March with acts from 
the Comedy Bananza appearing 
tiiraugh the two weeks. On April 1st 
the Clefhangers perfonned in the 
Forum Area. On Friday, Srd April, 
The Doug Anthony Allstars (DAAS) 
played at the Holt Room wilh support 
from the Waldo Woodhead Duo. 
On Wednesday, 8th April, Mr Jones 
and Fred the Amazing Stuntpig 
(from the Netheriands) played in the 
Forum Area at lunchtime. And on 
Friday 10th April a Comedy Cabaret 
was held in the Holt Room, featuring 
Judy Glen and her memorable 
"Comedy of Arias" and Ian 
McKellar, the master of madcap. 
Along the way we also assisted in 
supporting the blood bank with its 
entertainment drive from FM104 on 
Thursday 2nd April, and continued to 
support (James) Gifford on Guitar 
in the Rec Qub on Friday afternoons. 
Pierina Curties 
RS. On the 15th April the Martinis 
are playing at lunchtime in tlie Forum 
Area and on April 29, Dorian Gray 
arc playing. 
0 8 9 " 
The EUS Executive 
would like tc| for^  
mally apologise to 
any persons virho 
were offended by' 
the failure of the 
EUS to obstruct a 
stripper at the 
Interfaculty Smoko. 
However, it should 
be recognised that 
this stripper was 
hired privately and 
against the directed 
wishes of the EUS 
Executive. 
In }.uture, if any 
persons have com-
plaints to be made 
about any actions 
which might be at-
tributable to the 
EUS, I would greatly 
appreciate it if they' 
were made to me 
before going to the 
raving loonies 
i n h a b i t a r 1 n g 
UQUnion. 
Jonathon Potts, EUS 
President 
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Dispatches From The Front 
EDUCATIONISARIGHT-NOTA 
PRIVILEGE....when a right costs 
something it becomes a 
privilege,....as a privilege - only the 
privileged have access to it....who 
are the privileged in this 
society???....YOUCANBETYOUR 
BUTT MOST WOMEN AREN'T! 
If we don't fight for free education - if 
we don't ensure that it is a right and 
not a privilege, we will be denying 
people without privilege access to 
universities. People without privilege 
include women, gays and lesbians, 
murris and people from low economic 
groups. When certain people (die 
cunent government, Liberal party, the 
campus Liberal Club [Hewson Youth], 
Matthew Boland, TRI Student Union 
counsellors etc.) argue in favour of, or 
don't fight against a "user pays 
education" they areeffecuvely denying 
others a fimdamental right The 
campaign for Free Education and for a 
moreequitableAUSTUDYsystemhas 
begun. People involved in this 
campaign so far have been SAC 
(Students Against Cutbacks),NUS (the 
National Union of Students), the QUT 
StudentGuild,TheGriffith University 
Student Representative Council and 
others who believe that any education 
system tiiat is not fi-ee excludes some 
people from a fundamental right. 
We have another fight on our hands, I 
refer you to Mark Bahnisch's article 
on the Security and Free Education 
forum that was held on the Istof April. 
The University Administration's 
attifiide towards Uiis issue is insulting 
and dangerous. We can't mirror the 
administrations attitude and pretend 
that everydiing is OK as we wait for 
another tragedy to happen. Something 
has to be done now and the only power 
we ever have is getting together and 
fighting for what we want. Also, look 
out for Sexual Harassment on tiiis 
campus. Anything that makes you feel 
uncomfortable, (jokes, SiCtxons, 
comments, posters, any touching that 
is unwelcome etc) probably qualifies 
as sexual harassmentanddoesn'thave 
to be tolerated. Please get in touch 
witii the Women's Equal Opportunity 
Area of die Suident Union or of tiie 
University Office of Equal 
Opportunities if you experience Sexual 
Harassment for any help you may need. 
As another part of die defensive on 
security die WEO Area is also putting 
on regular self defence courses that 
will be starting just after die Easter 
break. It is ourintentiontfiat tiiese will 
not only help women get out of life 
threatening situations but also 
encourage the assertiveness necessary 
to deal with sexual harassment on a 
day to day level. 
Just a few more quick points: 
• Collective meetings are at 1pm on 
Tuesdays. 
• Prominent Australian Feminist Dale 
Spender spoke recently in the Mayne 
Hall Foyer to a crowd of nearly 200 
people. The night was a huge success 
tiiankstoall who attended. 
• The WEO Area has a couple of items 
on sale, Firstiy some fantastic 
calendars firom (a) FAERA (Federation 
of Aboriginal and Islanders Research 
Association) for $3.00 each and also 
(b) personal security alarms $13.00, 
These alarms include a torch and can 
be carried at night or hung on die back 
of a door and will go off if die door 
handle is disturbed - great for share 
houses and college rooms. 
If you want to talk about any of the 
above or are interested in safety and 
equal opportunities for all women -
(not only women with economic 
privilege), please call me (Sandy) or 
Fleur at die union office (3711611). 
Sandy Brown, Womens Equal 
Opportunity Vice-President 
Picture a young woman student, a first year, 
making her way across the Great Court. She is 
deep in thought and at first hardly nodces a 
group of rather vocal 'lads' in her path until 
their whistling and loud remarks finally 
penetrateher consciousness. She veers slightly 
to avoid them as she a|)proaches but they 
persist with their loud comments and move to 
obstruct hCT path. She feels intimidated, even 
frightened and doesn't know what to do but 
she must gel to her next lecture. Ritting her 
head down and ignoring them, she passes by 
within amis length of this grouping then nins 
to the safety of the lecture theatre breathless 
and shaking. Is this sexual harassment? - in a 
word, YES! 
You may well think "but that's ridiculous, 
what was she wearing to incite such attendon?" 
- sony, this is totally irrelevant to the issue. 
Even if she was adorned with the shortest of 
shorts she had every right to wear them 
provided they did not contravene any laws of 
decency. "But perhaps the remarks erred more 
towards compliments than offensive 
statements and were simply taken the wrong 
way?" - wrong again, complimentary or not 
these remarks offended and intimidated dus 
young woman as did the sexual innuendo 
(whistling) involved. "So, guys can't voice 
their approval of an attractive woman any 
more?"-correct, not like that! This is totally 
unacceptable behaviour and 'approval' can be 
- 'voiced' in a much less threatening manner on 
an individual basis - why is it so necessary to 
have all "int boys' at your side anyway? Do 
you really need someone to hold your hand 
iixiKHafissiiienti Fai^  
just to tell a young woman diat you like the 
way she looks? 
Yes, it's rough and women are getting lough, 
they won't put up with this sort of treatment 
any more. It isn't just the women cidier - the 
next time the urge takes you to ridicule some 
poor defenceless looking guy - gals, diink 
again. You too could be charged with sexual 
harassment. At diis point we should examine 
some of the rules because not enough people 
are aware of their rights or what actually 
constitutes sexual harassment. 
In essence, sexual harassment is verbal or 
physical sexual conduct that is 
UNWELCOME, IJNINVITED and 
UNWARRANTED - it is NOT mutual 
atttacUon between people (such friendships, 
sexual or otherwise, are a private concern). 
Sexual harassment may include: leering, 
patting, pinching, touching, sexual 
suggestions, displays of offensive pictures, 
posters and graffiti, dirty jokes, derogatory 
comments, offensive written messages and 
offensive telephone calls; groups of people 
ridiculing, leering, wolf whisUing or making 
sexual comments to or al a person or group of 
people. If any such behaviour results in 
someone feeling offended, intimidated or 
uncomfortable at work or in class then it is 
UNLAWFUL. Sexual harassment may occur 
amongst peers - student to student or staff to 
staff, from staff member to student or 
supervisor to employee; from a student to a 
staff member or employee to supervisor, and 
to or from a member of die public (in die 
course of University business or odierwise). 
If you are unsure about your behaviour ask 
yourself whether it is offensive or 
inappropriate. If it is Uien you should stop it, 
apologise, and treat die person you harassed as 
an equal andNOT ANOBJECTOFSEXUAL 
ATTENTION! 
Believe it or not sexual harassment can cause 
a student to suff^ a poor study performance, 
unfair academic results, absenteeism due to ' 
stress, withdrawal from courses or the 
University, and consequently reduce their 
careerprospects. In die caseof staff harassment, 
lower productivity and poor quality work 
output results; a lowering of staff morale is 
often apparent, and absenteeism due to stress 
is experienced. Accidents happen due to 
distraction from work and resignations are 
frequendy received as die final outcome. 
Sexual harassment is a social i^oblem not a 
private one and if you wanl to help prevent it 
you can. Support people facing diis problem, 
as silence is often interpreted as condoning 
offensive behaviour. Encourage die victim to 
deal with itasrcjectionof itis abetterresponse 
dian humble acceptance, and SPEAK UP, 
making il clear dial you find this behaviour 
unacceptable and help odiers to understand 
why. 
Any complaints about sexual harassment on 
Ihis campus are strictly confidential and can 
take die form of eidier a written or verbal 
communication. No names are ever divulged 
widiout prior consent and complaints are 
always heard in an atmosphere of tiiist and 
support. The following people are members of 
die U of Q Sexual Harassment Committee, 
and it is dieir job to receive any complaints 
you might have. 
Prof. Ted Brown (Chairperson and Deputy 
Vice-ChanceUor), 3651316 
Dr Tony Arklay (University Healdi Services) 
365 6212 
Mrs Pat Jackson (Counselling Services) 365 
1720 
Dr Joan MulhoUand (Department of English) 
3652167 
Ms Jan Massey (Office of die Director of 
Research) 365 4445 
Mrs Marie Kavanagh (Dept of Business 
Smdies, Gallon College) 365 1386 
Dr Mary Sheeban (Social & Preventive 
Medicine) 365 5298 
MsFleur Yiiile(Women'sEqual Opportunity 
Office, University Union) 3711611 
Ms Anne-Marie Valentak (Secretary, 
University Union) 3711611 
Complaints can also be directed to die Office 
of Equal Opportunity (Level 6, J.D. Story 
Building) 365 3052 or die Equal (Opportunity 
Officer,GaitonCampus (Level LN.W.Briton 
Administration Building) (074) 601111. 
The fact is Sexual Harassment is no longer 
considered fiction on Uiis campus, and YOU 
CAN do somediing about it. 
Fleur Yuile, 
Women's Equal Opportunity Organiser 
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A SELF DEFENCE COURSE 
FOR WOMEN 
Date: Commencing Thursday May 7th for four weeks 
• (7, 14,-21,28May)'. 
TimeJ 7p.m.-9p,m. ' ; 
Place: Axon Room. UnioTi Complex (above the Bistro) 
Cost: ^ $ 10 U of Q female students and staff 
$20 'Non U of Q students and ijnemployed 
, women • ;. ^ 
, . $30 Other women . . 
Includes: Coui;se notes 
Per.soirdI self defence key ring 
RegLstration: By 5p.m. f uesday 5 May 
What is E.S.C.A.P.E. Why the need for this sort < 
F.A.S.T.? programme? 
It is a self defense seminar/ 
workshop designed to teach 
women a method of self pro-' 
- tection that is not dependent 
on physical attributes such as 
size,'power or fitness levels. 
Suitable for woniep of any 
age, the course is not a martial 
art but an important survival 
skill-no special equipment or 
talent is necessary. 
Statistics show that womer 
who resist of fight off theii 
attacker have a 50% greate' 
chance of survival and avoic 
ing rape. A women who ha 
attended a self defence cours 
increases herchance.s to 75% 
E.S.C.A.P.E. F.A.S.T. is not £ 
complicated martial art, bul 
an easy to leam, common 
sense se If defence programmr 
^which can improve a wom-
en's chances of survival by uf 
to 90%. ? • TfflS COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE. 
•IN JUST 8 HOURS LEARN TO WALK WITHOUT'FEAR M S 
LE,SX:.A.P.E. F.A.S.T. 
200 Graduate Positions for 1993 at the Brisbane 
EXHIBITORS INCLUDE: 
Australian Bureau of StaUstics 
Australian Taxation Office 
Bond University 
Defence Force Careers 
Department of Defence 
Department of Health, Housing 
& Community Services 
Department of Social Security 
Griffith University 
University of Queensland 
Brisbane Hilton International Hotel, Level 5 
April 30th & May 1st, 1992 10.30am - 6.00pm 
The Brisbane Graduate Information Fair offers YOU Uie 
chance to:-
* Discuss your careerprospects wiUi Australia's leading 
graduate employers 
* Find out about their graduate training programs and 
how to apply 
* Enquire about your opUons for furtJier study 
* Attend seminars designed lo improve your job 
prospects 
* Talk to professional careers counsellors about how 
to best use your degree 
Fair Opening Hours 
Thursday April 30th 10:30ain • 6:00pm 
Friday May 1st 10:30am - 6:00pm 
Contact your Campus Careers Service for an admission 
leaflet and advice on how to prepare for die Fair. 
SEMINAR TOPICS 
J lam Resume Writing & Job Applications 
Noon Interview Techniques 
Ipm Searching for Your Job 
2pm Posl Graduate Studies & Otlicr 
Opportunities 
3pm Resume Writing & Job Applicaiions 
4pm Inicrvlew Techniques 
5pm Searching for Your Job 
FREEADMTS.STON? 
Admitiance is available only to final year tertiary 
smdents and graduates wilh up to 2 years 
experience. An admission leaflet or some 
evidence of eligibility is required to gain cnuy. 
Use iJie Elizabeth Street entrance to the 
Hilton International Hotel and take the lifts 
to the fifth level. 
Organised by INTRO Australia for die Graduate Careers Council of Australia (GCCA) in associaUon widi die Oueensland 
members of die NaUonal Association of Graduate Careers Advisers (NAGCA). Queensland 
Endorsed by die Australian Vice Chancellors' Committee and die NaUonal Union of Students. Tel: (03) 824-1988 
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T h e JU63-C«iT5- LEFT ' PH it-t-lf 
On the 29th of March in the year 1992 two 
students from the University of Queens-
land opted voluntary to participate in a 
sleepdeprivation experim en fv lasting sev-
enty two hours. The following is. an ac-
count of their experiences as recorded dur-
ing this time. 
Participants, 
iniorviovor: IAIN WHITE ( Hons Sci-
ence) 
Isl Subjccl : RAY (bum) 
2IMI Subject: PHILLIP O'DEA (Semper 
editor and ex-physicist) 
:5r(l Pn-j^oii: JAMIE (a friend who walked 
in) 
,The subjects staggered their Starting times to 
Increase range. Phillip began sleep deprava-
tion (S.D) at 2.00pm, Sun, Mar 29. Ray Began 
midnight, Mon, Mar 30. 
The article hasa been transcribed as written. 
... 8 .30 am ,Monday. 
Iain: O.K. Ifs 830 on Monday. How do yoij feel 
now? 
Phillip: Feel like my head knows where it is. Nor-
mally my head doesn't worry about it. But I know 
thatlcan sleep awake forever. People who sleepare just putting It away. I'm gonna live forever. I'm 
gonna leam how to fly. I ^ going to make it to 
neaven.They're going to remember my name, 
Phillip O'Dea.! felt like I'd been awake tor three 
days after the first half hour. But now I'm feeling 
really awake, with occasional bouts of sudden fa-
tigue which I try to put behind me because they're 
orUy ideas of tiredness and I wont delve into tneir 
ideas of tiredness. 
Iain: Tell me your most interesting dream? 
Phillip: There was a lot of images. One was about 
people getting shot all over the place, legs, heads, 
tx)dies. And then it sortof focused in on my father. 
You know drainpipes, and sometimes theres a 
drain grill, but the grill was gone, and like in it was 
my fatners fathers face in the little place they have 
under the grill and someone had saewed his head 
to tihe concrete beneath through his ear. 
Iain: In the times you've nearly fallen asleep, have 
you had any comparable images flashing through 
your mind? 
Phillip: Oh yeah, but not as weird as usual. It's like 
taking the scene thaf s there and stretching it like 
rubber, I start talking to maths equations. 
lain: Do they talk Back? Do you get audio? 
Phillip: Because your thinking about it, the ideas 
expressing itself m your mind, of course I'mdoing 
it, ifs myself. Ifs as if the visual and the audio are 
the same thing. If you look in a book, the idea there 
is speaking for itself, you know what 1 mean? 
Iain: Do you find the illusion of semanticsisgreater? 
Phillip: No ifs expanding with sight. Ifs all to do 
with tne plan. 
Iain: Does the plan change the more sleep you 
forgo? 
Phillip: The ungrand plan of the devils gland. 
We're staying awake until we think the Brisbane 
River is the wver Styx, then we're aossing it on 
surfboards. 
Iain: Do you have visions of the Brisbane River as 
your getting drowsy? 
Phillip: No. 
Iain: 1 want you to look at the firurine for thirty 
seconds, then tell me the first thing that comes into 
your mind, using only your left eye. 
Phillip: All 1 have are these picture of you, which 1 
carry deep in my heart. I've been thinkingso long of 
^ these pictures ofyou, that these pictures are all I 
^ ungrand plan or the devils gland feel. 
Iain: Do you think your answer would change if 
you used your right eye? 
Phillip: Definitely. 
Iain: There is a theory tha t we areall Shirly Madaine 
in a past life. Do you think your sleep depravation 
is allowing you to get in contact with this part of 
you. 
Phillip: Don't be stupid lain. 
Iain: SorryShirley.Nowl wanttotalkaboutdrugs. 
Lef s talk at>out dogs, drugs, dreads and dregs. 
How important are these to your current state? 
Phillip: Dogs are great, especially German Shep-
herds. Drugs are (1 promised me mum I 
wouldn't swear for lent) but 1 have been taking 
caffine. Dreads, 1 like dreads on other people, I'll 
probably get them if 1 decide to shave my head. 
And dregs, I don't know what your talking about, 
and please,Iain, could wegetback to theu.p.o.t.d.g. 
can 
Iain: Certainly we'll get back to the u.g.p.o.t,d.g. 
What do you see as the role of water symbolism in 
near-sleep experiences, like the waves of sleep 
mshing in to engxdf you and sweep you away? 
Phillip: Could we keep to Uie crossing of the river 
Styx? 
Iain: Why didn't you answer my question? 
Phillip: Why didn't you answer my question? 
Iain: I just did. 
Phillip: Oh. O.K. 
Iain: In mythology you were supposed to give 
coins to the ferryman. What do you see as analo-
gous transaction here? 
Phillip: Well, Iain, and I'll speak slowly as I know 
you can't type quickly. We will bypass the ferry, 
crossing the river frcm Dutton Park ferry on surf-
boards to hades beyond and the land of promise 
and skateboards and beeps and additions to the 
ends of answers and small furry animals that live in 
the forest and are three apples high. 
Iain: Docs this depend on the size of the apple? 
Phillip: Yes, theapplesneed to be 1 /2 thesizeof the 
small furry animals, otherv^se the crossing is en-
dangered. Shit, you meant 1/3, right? You cant 
type for . But your typing for us so ifs o.k. 
Iain: The apples, are they from the Garden of Eden 
or somewhere else. 
Phillip: Oh, not really, they're just apples. 
Jamie: The growing trend, transgenic potatoes. 
Phillip: Did they shoot them wdth the gene gun? 
You'll have to ask Jamie. I might scratch myself 
^(saatch saatch). But I digress. 
Iain: Do you find your body talking to you, unu-
sual scratchings and itching on account of your 
sleep depravation? 
Phillip: No. 
Jamie: Except for his unhygenic habits. 
Phillip: But I wash my hair every two weeks. 
Jamie: But you don't wash your pubic hair, 
Phillip: Weel you don't need to wash your pubic 
hair. 
Jamie: Thaf s a quote! 
Phillip: Remember I'm the editor. 
... to be continued. 
Being continued at 5.30 Tuesday in 
the morning hours. 
Iain: These are the worst hours so far, for both of us. 
I am teeetering on the edge of sleep myself, when 
a shadowy figure comes into view. I leap to my feet, 
to welcome a fellow traveller of the nightof unrested 
souls. Hey, Phill.Thesleepies 
are still in bed. And you are 
here in this chair and it's not 
a very comfortable chair but 
you are certainly in the nod-
ding stages. In between talk> 
ing about the hat from South 
America and the breakfast of 
the sleep deprived. It is of 
course Froot Loops. Tastejust 
beaut and go crunch to boot. 
Phillip: Whoa! What a blow! I 
Just had this dancing extrava-
ganza in my head. There were 
these pair of exchange stu-
dents, and they were stand-
ing at the end of this line. No, 
they weren't exchange stu-
dents, they were rich, and 
they were beautiful because 
they could afford to be. I 
wonderhow I'll make it today? 
By about midday the body will be expecting sleep, 
and then when it realises i fs not happening it'll say 
o.k, well let's get on with it. 
Iain: So you feel kind of like flavour flav, with this 
mondo important biological clock in front of you? 
Phillip: Don't do it. 'sawful. 
Iain: Don't you find that after nearly nodding off and 
pulling yourself back from the brink, that you really 
feel awake as a result? (Phill nearly nods off...but he 
rises to his feet, with a valiant battle yawn!) 
Phillip: I'm really looking fonward to the last day. 
This guy who did the world record, he was kind of 
rushing on the first and last day. And I'm kind of 
driven. You've got to rememberthere'sonebignight 
left. I fs notjust giving up sleep. For example, as a 
child you may have peacefully drifted to sleep to the 
sound of heavy rain upon the roof. You may be 
Joyous and/or proud of this sleeping and so it may 
not simply be a matter of simple abstinence. 
Iain: You see this in the social pressures, where 
people ask 'didyou sleep well', and societyobligated 
you to sleep well. A society of sleepies is probably 
easier to controlthan a society of sleeplessunrested 
nontangerinous souls. Or should that be intangible? 
1 p m o n Tuesday. 
/aim We're here with Ray and this is the first time 
THE p-^eey/HA 
ro 
IVe seen you. How's it been? 
R t ^ Religious. 
Iain: Do you mean you've been keeping to your 
schedule of sleeplessnessreligiously or doyou mean 
you've been having religious altered states kind of 
experiences? 
Hay: I've been riotously upholding the doctrine of 
letting others sleep for me, which m itself is holy. 
Iain: So this is kind of like a cleansing ritual for you, 
maybe. 
Raiy: Possibly. 
Iain: Have you noticed any clearness of vision, like 
your eyeshave had tiiegause of society removed and 
you can see in colours that are more vivid than Uie 
everyd^ sleepie does? 
R ^ Ifs blurrier. And purer. But not Puree, except 
for the fish? 
Iain: You want to talk about the fish? Let's talk about 
fish, baby, let's talk about you and me, and fish, 
maybe? 
Ray: Under the river Styx there are fish. Blind 
and slimey. 
lain: I've heard of them. I believe that tlie fish in the 
River Styx are the immortal souls of vagabond surfie 
sleepies wh o went to hell, and are destined never ride 
on top ofa surfboard again, but always, unto eternity, 
to have surfboards over the top of tiiem, and they'll 
never touch a surfboard again, because fish don't 
sleep and their fingers aren't. Know what I mean, 
Ray? 
R ^ All the way. 
Iain: Do you reckon any of your friends are gonna 
be, oralready are, these Stygian fish? Do you get any 
feelings of empathy when you look into this legen-
dary waterway? 
Ray: All are fiiend and foe alike. 
Iain: Youwerejustwearingaparty hat Isawyou, out 
of the corner of my eye, and you can't fool me. My 
question is, do you tiiink that wearing a party hat says 
anything about your head decoration as influenced 
by sleeplessness? 
Ray: The hat doesn't have a surf-
board. 
Iain: Does it need one? Does it 
want one? 
hat; THWACK. 
Iain: Hey Phill, earlier you said 
around midday die body would 
know whaf s expected of it. What's 
your body thinking now? 
Phillip: Ihe body's contemplat-
ing why it isn't somewhere else, 
while my mind schemes with it to 
inflict violence upon my charac-
ter. 
Iain: Howaboutyour mortal shell, 
Ray? Any messages from the 
flesh? 
R ^ : Buzzes. Like an overwound 
clock. 
Phillip: And it makes a funny BOO P noise when you 
push him in the tununy. 
Iain: This overwound clock, is it flavour flav's clock. 
Or is it tied to sometiiing else? 
Ray: Creation incorporation's clock. Gaiu-anteed to 
la^ 5(X)m m the Styx. 
Iain: Have you noticed any illusions of a chocolate 
tike nature? 
Phillip: YES! Only tiiis morning did I, Phillip O'Dea, 
knowingly and willingly steal a chocolate bar from 
friends. 
R^y: Of course well have to open you up and inter-
view the chocolate bar sometime. 
Iain: What I want you two guys to do now is to stare 
into each others eyes for a minute, while you try to 
convey tfie sleepiness you feel to each otiier. Then, 
when the hat says THWACK, tell me how you feel. 
Phillip: Imn, let me tell you how I feel. I Uiink you've 
become a bit of a in the past couple of ques-
tions. I mean this sincerely and in die nicest possible 
way. 
Iain: O.K. PhiU. How about you Ray? 
Viay: As long as he realises tiiafs so. Uiat's o.k. 
Which is the real reason I was wearing Uie party hat 
laun: OK Ifl was to wear the party hat now 
g g THI- UNIVI-RSITY 
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TVavel no further 
than the City Heart 
for University 
information and 
services 
The University of Queensland's 
Downtown location now offers an 
expanded range of .>ier\'icc.s to 
students, prospective .students and the 
general public. 
Conveniently located at 400 
Queen Street. Bri.sbanc, the 
Downtown Information and Service 
Desk provides infonnation on 
undergraduate and postgraduate 
courses, continuing education 
programs, and TraveLcam 
opportunities. 
Downtown Infonnation and 
Service Desk staff can also process 
enrolment and other University fonns 
and accept payment of fees and 
charges. 
For further infonnation contact 
Mr Gavin Wills on (07) 221 8256. 
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Phillip: (interjection) you'd look extremely silly! 
Ray: (nexl interjection) Sillier. 
Phillip: Even sillier! 
Ray: It's quite easy to interject when he has to type 
what we're saying. 
Phillip: I want that written down. 
lam: and get back to Uie ungrand plan of the 
devil's gland, would Uiat keep you guys happier? 
Phillip: Happier isn't Uie word for Uie u.p.o.t.d.g.. 
Perhaps innate sense of being is the phrase you're 
looking for. 
Iain: 1 don't know, I liaven't found Uie phrase yet. 
Phillip: Perhaps you should look for what's good 
enough for each individual. 
Itdn: Well we are all individuals, and in particular do 
you notice Uie desU l^cUon of any barriers of that 
sense of individuality. I mean, do you feel yourself 
flowing into Uie concrete, or like leaves brushing by 
actually... 
Ray: Tlie Mills and Boon of Philosophy. 
Phillip: C is for cookie and dial's good enough for 
me. (percussive effect) 
Iain: ....bnishing into you, as a result of Uie sacra-
ment of sleeplessness. 
Ray: Sleeplessness is an individual sacrifice, to make 
an atonement for our mortality. 
Phillip: Ray knows. 
Iain: Lastquestioniellas. Wliat'syour survival sfcitegy 
for the long turgid vigil tonight, (if you have a strat-
egy)? 
Phillip: A loaf of bread, a stick of butter, bags of 
lettuce and a container of milk. 
Ray: Put Uiem togeUier and what do they spell? 
Phillip: Do you wanna see me roll my tu mmy (tummy 
rolls are gross and you are lucky you don'thave to see 
this after 53 hours without sleep, dear readers). 
1 
A n d o n t h e t l i i rd d a y t h e y d i d s u m i s e 
( t h o u g h s o m e d id g o to t h e p o o l fo r 
a wel l e a r n e d SHini). 
t 
Iain: Well. Vm still hanging out for the litlle goblins to 
come and slart tickling me with cucumbers. That's not to 
say 1 haven't noticed some effects, like tUtemate clarity 
and ha/.iness of vision, but there's been nothing overity 
surreal. Alas! When I was a kid, everything used to look 
really huge when it was gelling late and 1 was tirctJ. I got 
this pretty early in the experiment. And looking down at 
my feet, it's really weirdcau-sc they seem huge, but a long 
way away, and I can send them messages tx;causc Ihcy're 
only feet and they've got to toe the ptuiy line. Especially 
walking up stairs. I don't trust stairs anymore. As for 
walking, you get the feeling that your weight varies, one 
moment you feel dull ;uid heavy, and die next moment 
1 
you feel light and skittish. There are many subUe percep-
tive effects Uiat arise fafrly early on. I Uiink we go 
Uirough diese changes in perceptiwi all the time but tliey 
usually get filtered out because we're into concrete 
operations. PhUI, Ray (thanks fellas) and me, we left the 
concrete behind and everydiing was revealed as die 
fluid, changing world diat is really is, not our false 
conceptual illusion of a static world. For a while last 
night, I perceived stares from inanimate objects ; of 
course it was just my imagination. In nonnal life, you 
have this clear distinction between the states of sleep and 
awakeness. But here, you get these huge waves of 
drowsiness and then incredible energy, that wash over 
you with very little waming. 1 find diat I'm wondering if 
I'm dreaming, and I'm pretty certain on Tuesday night I 
slept for maybe 20 minutes, but ihe memoi7 of this is 
really hazy. And awake, 1 find I'm writing things and not 
remembering doing so 'cause the mind's elsewhere. 
Breaking down the constructions between sleep and 
wakefulness, cause it's really Uiis vast unexplored con-
tinuum and everyone expects you to dramatically crash 
into sleep but you know you won't because you're used 
to the continuum and you can read the signs so you won't 
get too awake or too sleepy. And maybe you do fall 
asleep but somediing within you wakes you up because 
it's what you want to do. It's like a city, with some wide 
streets and some dark lanes that you've discovered and 
walk around, curious and childlike. And everybody else, 
the sleepies, they're just faceless travellers on die mo-
torway that you've managed to find a hidden exit from; 
and you can come here imy time, because diere's a place 
here for you. 
Phillip: By not sleeping I've seen more about sleep-
ing. I'vesort of takenastepawayfromslccpingand 
by feeling the 'withdrawals' I've actually revealed 
my own reactions to sleep. To me, sleep is some-
thing Uiat nearly all peopledo without Uiinking yet 
it as an action has consequences. By sleeping we 
separate each day from Uie next. This is an artificial 
construct as the days are not separated. They may 
change, the sun may set and the world darken,the 
sky may glow .slightly with the coming of dawn, yet 
they are all continuous events. Would it seem that 
we sleep with the world rather than separate our-
selves away from it and how are our perceptions 
while we are asleep if it is not an absence rather 
than a choice/touch/relationship. 
I noticed when 1 gave up sleep that 1 would follow 
cycles (most probably raised by our creation of Uie 
cfav night cycle). At first thoy were not very notice-
able, 1 felt good during the day which went to 
relaxed in the evening and then ftx l^ings of tired-
ness late at night. It was when my deliberate rejec-
tion of this tiredness, my brcakingof thecycles, that 
I began to feel growing effects of^  tiredness as well 
as being able to see clearly Uiis idea of tiredness. 
The effects grew as the morning wore on until at 
dawn 1 was almost unable to decide my conscious 
state. 
Toward mid morning the foci was again one of 
weight which subsided to a good feel as that of a 
normal day. There was a change though. Tlie cycle 
seemed to continue on but it had been intensitied. 
Tlie times of well being felt very good at some 
stages, on the last night i felt fitter than I have for 
years. On the other hand Uie periods of early morn-
ing tiredness where raised to levels that were hard 
to deal with. It is important to note that Uie feelings 
were separate to my being. The drowsiness/want 
of departure from the demands of perception were 
unwanted-1 want to see all all Uie time- but led to 
hallucinatory experiences. On tiie final morning I 
began to pace. After a while 1 forg;ot that I was 
pacing, only reminded when I ran into the door 
way between two rooms. After the fourUi hit I 
thought it might be a good idea to go outside . 
Outside 1 walked the dawn uni only to hallucinate — \ 
while walkingand seeing friends appear in place of 
shadows and objects It was noticeable tha 11 imaged 
people, friendly reaching people. I think Uiat 1 
wanted to meet people so 1 saw them there. When 
1 stumbled or slipped the images would disappear 
to leave a stark- naked world. 
During the days I noted a blaring contrast between 
being awake alone and in the company of others, 
CJEJ) 
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Heaven On a Stick. 
Celibate Rifles 
Phil said/'Here's atape, do a review of C.R.,but remember, if you can't 
say something good, then say zilch!" 
My first reaciotn was to hand in a blank sheet of paper and v/rite things 
like "Lovelock's vocals aren't that great, a cross Ijetween Morrision 
with a l>ad cold and a traffic cop giving out a ticket. Some tracks start 
out well, almost experimental in feel, only to lose it when somebody 
plugs in. Sbott/s lead guitar? - Well, nobody's leally called SBOTTY so 
I thought it was a joke. The d rums could have been a mike inside a jam 
tin dragged tjchind a bus, and the lyrics were just plain stupid in places, 
eg You go more filler than a garbage dump" 
You suck crap like a sewer pump." 
I could'nt believe they had a song about R.D.Laing, it's so wieid it's a 
classic of phenomenological realism - huh?" 
-But after hearing the album 2(X) times I started to like it-
Some tracks could move, "DREAM OF NiGirr","CoMPARED TO WHAT?", 
"GROOVIN' INTHE LAND OF LOVE", and with "OUTSIDE MY WINDOW" I thought 
for an instant I was back in Birminham in 72* spun out on add, in a early 
Pink Royd concert. Here, everything fills just the right space, and the 
music is talking, these I liked, and some of the lyrics are interesting - if 
your into ideas, like from 
"COMPARED TO WHAT?" 
"Takes me to anotiier place, 
Hostility reveals a smiling face 
Clouds of cimos disppear... 
Time to take a step 
it's a venture of belief... 
A -world oj endless possbilily 
of simple beauty and serenity" 
very preeeety! and in "ELECTRIC FLOWERS" 
His incandescent eyes, the shining never stops 
ike the sunlight on tlie side walk, 
he natually ignores 
All the motion of tlte madness tlmt 
loflslics on tlte sliores." 
The album does have spectrum, I mean it's not just the same thumping-
twang all the way through, it's just that it does drag enough -in places-
to make you was Ji they had done more work on it. I suspect that the last 
track "Wild Child", has Lou Reed on it, just having a name doesn't 
make it good. Well, mind you, it floats along pretty well - I'm listening 
to it as 1 vmte this, yeah -what the hell- this track gets where it wants 
to be. 
So do I like Celibate Rifles' -Heaven On A Stick-? Well, I might ask Phil 
if I can keep the album Polydor sent Semper. 
Want Some? 
Roxy Blue 
This month the Semper CD Frizbce of the Month Award goes to Syd, 
Todd, Scotty T, and Josh; the boys' from Roxy Blue. The lurid, puerile 
sexually offensive packaging and aerated 'haircuts' ensured that 
their CD would go a long way when it reached our Office. 
We threw it 426feet from the Semper balcony all the way to the lake. 
Impressive. 
Iffil 
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Eat Yourself Whole 
Kingmaster 
Ah, Kingmaker, Kingmaker, Kingmaker. Some time 
ago (getting to be a loooong time ago) I happened to 
chance upon your video for "When Luc/s Down" 
whilst taping l\a. Noise. Pleased with what I heard, I 
eagerly awaited hearing and seeing more of you...fbr 
abouteight months. Suddenly,therel seeyouhavean 
Album, all neatly done up in plastic an' the like. 
"Kingmaker!" said I. People looked at me for a 
moment. "WelLIguessyou can reviewthisone." said 
someone else. 
Bu»: enough of these happy neminicences. 
I was going to say that Kingmaker's first single 
"showed promise" but that's really being rather pat-
ronising. The first song was good. Real good. But 1 
worried about the album. It could be utter dross, 
which would be a real let down after all this time in 
anticipation. 
But Eat Yourself YJIufle is good. Really good. The 
opening track "Revelation" loars off, in full 
technocolour wah-wah glory, thrashing and flailing 
about and generally having just the besf time,and the 
rest of the album canes along in a complementry 
fashion. Hokey smoke indeed! The whole album just 
exudes this almost all-prevading feci of funness, and 
sometimes, you just can't ask for better than that. Just 
ask Blixa Bargold. 
Eat Yourself Whole is a high quality work, and would 
easily be a contender for the most pleasing listening 
experence I've had recently. 
I commend it to you all. 
Pure Bunk 
Kilgore Trout 
Combustion 
Not a particularly new release, to be sure, but one that 
deserves a mention, especially with the news that 
they've been picked up by a European dance label. 
The Kilgore Trout Combustion (Andrew Bagley and 
Micheal Nolan), are probably Brisbane's best know 
exponents of what some describe as CyberPimk mu-
sic, agenre which often tries to radically challenge our 
definition of "music". It's Einstrezende Neubauten 
with samplers instead of sheet metal, and whileKilgore 
Trout Combustion may not be the best at it, the/re 
RollerBlading where angles fear to tread, and for that 
they get 11 out 10 in my books, especially in Brisbane 
where a "good night out" often involves a trip to the 
Mansfield Tavern to see 'The Yob Boyz" grinding out 
"Sweet Child a Mine" and "No Way, Get FuekeJ, 
Fuck Off" into the wee small hours, vomiting in the 
carpark, and then driving out to Fisherman Islands to 
put up the bonnet of the Torana and relax watching 
the drags with the rest of the flannelette and ugg boot 
clad hoards. Fuckin' 'ay. 
But I digress. 
One of the most important things about the music 
contained on Pure Bunk is that's it's interesting to listen 
to, the lyrics are pleasantly bizarre, lo wit:"Be/c/w' I'm 
7088/ Betclm'Tm 7088/Betclm' I'm 7088/Beicha' I'm 7088/ 
General Dynamics stole my body! Gateral Dynamics stole 
my body/General Dynamics stole my body" and there's 
an awful lot of noise to listen to in eacf\ piece, which 
goes a long way towards alleviating what I see as the 
album's primary weakness: the similarity of the ma-
terial. This is the major fault with much of what is 
generically termed "Dance Music", and I suppose it 
really comes down to whether or not you're dancing 
to it as part of a mix, or you're listening to it lying on 
your lounge-and as Dance Music, it's great, as good as 
anything I've heard out there.and they should be 
destined tbrbiggerthings, but as listeningmusic.wel], 
it doesn't fare quite so well. It doesn't have any of 
those tracks that make you jerk bolt upright and go 
"wow! Play it again, play it again!!" which doesn't 
mean it isn't listenable, it just means it's not eminently 
listenable. 
But hey, it's early days yet. It's a debut work that's 
been produced pretty much in a vacuum, of that sort 
of thing, locally. Buy it. 
" i ^ j * 
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The supporten of democracy, equality and ecological 
suslainability, 1991, was a mixture of setbacks and steps 
forward. 
From theGulf War to the IndonesianmassaCTe of EaslTimorese 
in Dili, the past year has thrown up many challenges for the 
progressive movements around the worid. Yel the year was 
also marked Ijy determined resistance to the injustices and 
excesses of the system - the hundreds and thousands of 
Australians who took part in street protests against the Gulf 
War is just one example. 
1991 was a year which began with the media's sensationalist 
"lOTJe oflfensive" in blatant support of the US's role in die Gulf 
War and ended with the Pacicr/Black bid lo take over the 
Fairfax mediaempire (and theretjy concentrate x% of Australia's 
print media in the hands of two corporations). Against this 
headlong rush into a Brave New World of media control was 
the first edition of a new alternative and progressive newspaper 
- Green Lefi Weekly. 
This motith maiics the first anniversary of the publication of 
Green Lefi Weekly, In that time it has fulfilled its initial 
expectations andmore. In that year, it has served as anewspaper 
that prints the stories the multimillionaires won't - like the 
media's campaign against Greenpeace and 
Packer's cover-up of the Coode Is. chemical disaster 
(he owns Chemplex, Ihe plant involved). Green Lefi has had 
expose of Hewson's Goods and Services Tax, of the Right's 
attacks on abortion, of the ALP's "Resource Security" 
legislation. And it has carried news about environmental issues 
from d'Entrecasteaux in WA and the Tarkine in Tasmania to 
Rochedale and Fraser Island. 
Key to Green Left has been its international perspective. From 
Sally Low and Peter Annear in Prague reporting on Ihe "return 
of themarket" inEastemEurope toRenfrey Clark's eyewitness 
accounts from die barricades during the August coup inMoscow, 
GreenLefi has set a standardof international coverage that few 
even of the big dailies couldmalch. GreenLefi has over twenty 
international correspondents in every corner of ihe globe. Ithas 
featured everything fiom interviews with grass roots activists 
in the developing womens' movement in Indonesia to detailed 
and firsthand analyses from Zagreb on Serbia's war against 
Croatia. 
GreenLefi has served as a valuable asset to theentireprogressive 
movement and to the Community as a whole: as a source of 
infonnation, as a link with overseas events, as a forum for 
debate and discussion Green Lefi is a resource open to all. Its 
pages are open to 
everyone - everything from book 
end film reviews and "action updates" to feature 
articles have at one time or another been contributed by 
readers. The activist diary, "Meetings... parties.. .anything", is 
free and open to everyone to list events in. There is even a 
"Classified" section. 
Green Lefi in 1992 seeks to continue the work that was started 
in 1991, and hopefully to build on its bases: to be even more 
widely read, even more ofa source of quality news and analysis 
and even more of a challenge to the millionaires' press. It's a 
paper too that increases inqualitythemore its readers participate: 
through giving feedback, dirough telling friends about it, 
through helping to write for and distribute it. 
GreenLefi can be contacted at PO Box 394, Broadway. NSW 
2007 ph: (02) 1220 or at PO Box 1247. Fortitude VaUey, Qld 
4006 ph: (07) 358 4875. On campus. Green Lefi anbe bought 
at the University and Union bookshops and fk»m Resistance 
Club stalls outside Main Refec on Wednesdays and Thursday s. 
Sian Healy, Resistance 
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INTERVIEW 
• 
SEMPER wishes to offi-
cially apologise to both 
Damien Lovelock of the 
Celibate Rifles and to 
Tracy Hutchinson the au-
thor of "Your Name's On 
The Door". Both of these 
people were kind enough 
to provide us with inter-
views but due to technical 
faults we are unable to 
bring theseto you. 
However we did catch up 
with the dfdgerydoo and 
backing vocalist Russei 
Guy of the band Coloured 
Stone. 
Coloured S t o n * • Th« lnt«r/vl«w 
Semper: So who 3iQ Cokiured Stone ? 
Guy: Right, Coloured stone are an aboriginal 
dance band which began in 1978 on the Nullabor 
Plain at a mission called Coonabba. Bunnalori 
who is the founding member of the band and the 
main song writer and vocalist he started Uie band 
Ihere doing football cabarets. They graduated to 
Adelaide, use to do all die pub gigs around there 
for aboriginal functions and things. 
Semper. So they moved irom the reserve to 
Adelaida? 
Guy: Yeah, that's right, they moved from the 
mission to Adelaide thsn up the track to Alice 
Springs where ?he essential Australian Aboriginal 
media association was getting itself on the airwaves 
with ablath ladl: station and they decided to form 
a record label. So coloured stone recorded and 
released "Blackboy". That song was pretty well 
known about a young boy growing up in a school 
where he received racial taunts and yet he still had 
enough intelligence to realise that he was as good 
as anybody and the story Blackboy became a hit. 
From then we've released seven albums over the 
years and now anivcdaftermassive touring around 
the country and overseas with Inmajuju. our sev-
enth album, through B.M.G. records. 
Semper: Innmajuju? 
Guy: Inma means in Bunna'spcoples lingo, which 
is the Mining-werinnooi language , dance, juju 
means music. 
'Semper: Where does thelanguagecomefrom? 
Guy: The Mining-werinnool people, sortof South 
Australia, yeah, it's a language group. Most peo-
ple in Australia know it as the Pidginjaira area of 
South Australia. The Institute for Aboriginal 
Studies in Canberra have done a lot of linguistic 
studies and at the last count there was something 
like 130 to 160 different language groups still 
being spoken in Australia. There were hundreds 
to begin wilh but they haven't survived the influ-
ence of time and colonialism b Australia. So 
whsrcvcr you have a distinct language group you 
ii.ivft R complete self-contained tribal group or 
tribe, so you can have three or four of those as is 
the case existing in Alice Springs. 
Semper:you've come in contact with a tot of 
thealToriginalculture, howdoes it come aaoss 
to you? 
Guy: Well Ithinkil's fanlastic. I'd give anylh'mg 
to be an aboriginal. Yeah it's a whole lot of things 
. It's a very complex system of belief and law 
which is practiced today all over the country by 
people who are keen to keep the culture alive. 
Musically Coloured Stone mixes traditional lan-
guage with English to try to gel to the message 
across to a broader range of people in Australia 
and around the world increasingly as we gel our 
business act together with our record company. Also we use 
didgerydoo and electric guitar and we've got that mixture of 
styles of music; scar, reggae, rock, country, soul and fiink, you 
know, it's a different mix ,a hybrid,which CS is developing 
successfully. 
Semper: How do you feel sbo\A the latest album?. 
Guy: Well Innmajuju as I've said is our seventh album and it's 
gol a lot of old songs re-recorded but this time we've sampled 
different aspects of those songs and used drum programming 
as well as our drumming. 
Semper. Oh no! 
Guy: Well you've got to use the studio to creati an entry path 
into the h i ^ rotational F.M, radio stations. It's no use hiding 
your head under a bushel you've got to take your message out 
there and 
Semper (interrupting): You don't think that clouds the 
music itself, muddies it. 
Guy: Well if you did that you wouldn't release it You only 
release it if you think it's good enough. You can use a studio to 
your advantage once you become familiar and that's what 
we've become, more adventurous with die technology to try to 
understand just what the technology is. what it's doing to us, 
how it affects our music and how we're able to work with it and 
the parts that we cant work with become obvious and so we are 
trying to express that in our interviews and in our music. 
Semper: Do you feel as musKa! with programmable 
electronic equipment? 
Guy: Well the whole sampling debate and electronic drum 
programming, that goes through techno-beat lo the industrial 
funk sound of Beriin bands, European Acts, right across the 
spectrum. Whether ils rhythmical or not depends on your 
musical taste. For our our interest. Coloured Stone, we don't 
figure that il is being disadvantageous. Quite the reverse really, 
h has opened up our music to a different audience and our own 
aj^reciation of jazz by aUowing things lo happen in the spaces 
that four/four time traditional rock and roll time didn't allow to 
happen. 
Semper: What are the main musical aspects of the new 
album? 
Guy: The back beat, dance music, the lyric which is spiritual 
as well as being political - sometimes at the same time. 
Aboriginal concerns, or at least our songwriter, Bunnalori, is 
able to mix the human and the political without sounding 
pragmatic, and a lotof reviews of the albumsso far have spoken 
about his melodies. There is a Sydney Review which says that 
Coloured Stone luts a keen sense ofnujlody and writing style, 
so we are able to combine the spiritual and the polidcal and 
make the music accessible to the dance beat, that 1 think is 
basically what a lot of so-called "worid" music is doing these 
days by rearing its ugly head into the mainstream western pop 
charts. 
Semper: Let's say, for this album you've been given the 
money (this is just a hypothetical), would you have gone 
into the dance beats and things, or is that just so that it is 
more accessible to the mainstream people? 
Guy: No, you've got to interest yourself you know. We have 
made six ^bums and you leam each lime you go into a studio 
what the studio is capable of and what you are capable of, 
because the studio does change you, it's not like a live show. A 
live electronic perfonnance is not like a live acoustic per-
formance. Every lime its filtered through a live amp as opposed 
to the medium of live to your ear it changes, and as you go 
through different studios then you hear back from that different 
ways of p-csenling and re-recording your music. That's what 
the whole sampling thing is for. It's a method which began with 
die montage, the cut-up approach, that Wi lliam Burroughs was 
known for and ils an ecclectic approach to your music, and I 
diink sampling is valid. I think recording studios are only as 
good as what you can gel oul of them, but asyou say, if you lose 
control you suffer. In our case. Coloured Stone, with the 
seventh album, wc figure we are in conlrol, bolh of the studio 
process and the music making process to suit that market that 
is oul there for non-Aboriginal audiences on the dance floors 
around the world. People who are paranoid, confused, stoned, 
straight whatever, black, while or green. They are on Ihe dance 
floor seven nights a week, and if you can gather that audience 
and they can hear your lyrics and like your beat and come to 
your shows. That's all its for - it's an audio. 
Semper: Do you think non-Aboriginal people wouki be 
very interested in the lyrics? 
Guy: Absolutely, sure. You can never overestimate what 
people will find interesting in your music, whether il is the 
lyrics or the beat Some musicians listen to the music of 
instrumentalists, because they are interested in the pentatonic 
scale for instance. Some academics listen to the music because 
ihey are interested in the lyrical sentiment. There is all that 
broadrange, which fortunately ColouredStoneis able to use to 
ils advantage. Thai's why we have stiD got our distribution 
contract with BMG. 
Semper: You are the lead singer, are you not? 
Guy: No, notme. I am a didgerydoo player and back up vocalisl. 
Semper: How did you become involved? 
Guy: I was working for a black radio station in Alice Springs 
calledC AAMA-itstands for thcCentral Australian Aboriginal 
and Media Association. I used to be a disk jocky for 2JJ in 
Sydney inthe ABC studio complex down there, and when 1 got 
sick of that I went to Alice Springs and I saw an ad in the paper 
for people interested in working with the Aboriginal media 
operatives. I went along, found out that my skills as a broad-
caster in Sydney were compatible with their aims. They em-
ployed me, and I started working building a library and 
overhauling equipment and basic fundamental interviewing 
techniques, like keeping the microphone away from the wind 
and stuff like that, imparting those skills and then we started 
making records available with the Warumpi Band and Col-
oured Stone lo southern audiences for the first time since No 
Fixed Addres s had recorded inl981,andthenIgot asked by the 
singer/songwriter (Bunnalori) if I would go on the door at one 
of the dances, because I was obviously working for a black 
organisation and 1 had white skin and they thought I was 
reasonably trustworthy. So they asked me to go on the door and 
handle the money and Ihat sort of thing, and eventually we did 
more and more dances in the western desert circuit around the 
XXXX and all Uiose little Aboriginal communites, north, souUi, 
east and west of Alice Springs. I was already playing didgerydoo 
by then. 1 had a ride in Alice Springs willi a didgerydoo and a 
small recording outfit and a bankcard when I set up work with 
a black station, and a base guhar as well. 1 was playing music 
Uicn, so when wc decided to go and make a record and The 
Rock eventuated from a tour we organised in our old cars from 
Alice Springs to Sydney. We didn't have any room in the oid 
cars for anybody else, and we couldn't afford to feed and keep 
another person on the road - it was bad enough with six of us 
al the time, so 1 just naturally started playing didgerydoo in Uie 
set. It has developed from there. Wc learned from each oUier. 
and hopefully all the arguments and blows to you cdme to when 
you are in a rock and roll band, living out of each others pocket 
and goodwill... fortunately we have managed so far to stay 
together. Black and white can work togeUier, but it is just 
sentiment- indigenous sentiment. You don't have to be black-
skinned to be an Aboriginal. You hear all these rabid punters 
on tfie airwaves, well known commercial radio commentators, 
intelligent commentators saying "full-blood Uiis, and half-
caste Uiat, and part-Aboriginal this and that". How can you cut 
up Uie spirit of somebody? If you've got an indigenous senti-
ment you can sUck up for your country in Uie same way that 
Aboriginal people are for their sacred sites, Uieir culture, Uieir 
belief, and Uieir religion - you can make music. 
Semper: It's more how you feel than where you were born? 
Guy: Right, dead right!! It's feel. If you can feel the oUier 
person's point of view and put yourself in the oUier person's 
position, Uien you can have a better debate about what Uieir 
beef is insteadof jusl coming down on Uiem. Youmight be able 
to change laws and the whole social system and justice to 
accommodate eccentricity and different ways of belief and 
living in Ausfralia. That's what Coloured Stone is tiying to do 
wiUi music. Thai's why we have to use Uie studios and 
sampling and industrial drum programming to take Uie beat to 
Uic disco floor where Uiose people out Uiere, maybe on ecstasy 
perhaps, might hear someUiing which might change Uieir lives. 
It happened to me, it can happen to you. 
Semper: What about the make up of the band? 
Guy:Differcnl musicians come and go aU the Ume for different 
reasons. Family breakup you know, nervous breakdown and 
too much sU-ess and loo much strife. We have a lot of different 
cousins and broUiers who are able to play instruments. There 
arc a lotof talented musicians out there ready to join, and when 
we get going and get on the road - we are going to start touring 
on the strengUi of Uiis album - once Uie radio and media profile 
give us abetterchance at the box office to pay our bills. We will 
assemble a band and lake it on Uie road. 
Semper; Isthere anything in particularyou wanted to say? 
Guy: Just that all our albums, the whole seven, are now 
available on cassette and compact disk from any record shop 
Utfoughout Australia, on BMG records. If you missed Uie early 
stuff you can still get it We are not an overnight sensation or 
a one-hit wonder. There are great songs there Uiat are maybe 
coming to Uie attention of people on the slrengUi of Uie 
expansion of Aboriginal music which has taken a few years to 
get going but is just starting to get up on its feet more. Defmitely 
attract a lot of attention from musicologists around Uie world 
once it starts to get Uic FM radio airplay Uiat it deserves. We are 
hoping for that. We have also released a song book of fifteen 
songs which will explain to students and teachers what Uie 
songs are about, and we have got an 8-track video of our 8 
videos made on a shoe string, showing ho w you too can become 
rich and famous in Uie Australian music industry. 
Semper: I was talking to someone yesterday, who used to 
work for JJJ, one of the band people there. She has 
compiled a book of the Australian Music Industry. One of 
the things she said was that during the eighties everthing 
was big on image, like you have to be beautiful to get into 
the mainstream. Do you think that part ol the problem is 
that Aboriginal music isn't seen in the same sort of 
beautiful way, as in the same sort of imagy way, so they 
have to compete against their own image? 
Guy: That's tnie of all minorities, including women. That book 
by Naomi Wolf, The Beauty MyUi, which says it is a man's 
worid and women are viewed as sexual objects, and Uiey must 
be slim and they must be sexuaUy attractive all the lime and 
wear die right cloUies, be fashion conscious and shave Uieir 
legs, and Aboriginal people must be seen to be doing Uiis and 
as UiaL What you say is true. How women deal with it and bow 
Aboriginal musicians deal with it - you arc still trying to 
confront a totalitarian system which believes in its own way, 
dial it is right It has ils own ignorance ... 
Semper: Its in its own momentum? 
Guy: You have to \x vety genUe wiUi that, and you can't just 
walk in and say you are wrong and we are right. Ho w you work 
wiUi it is very subtly, by Uying to get those people to appreciate 
your pointof view, and making videos Uiat are accessible to Uie 
non-Aboriginal programmers who control Uie mainstream FM 
and television shows. It is not always the case in Australia, you 
have SBS in Sydney, which has a non-western mainstream 
ouUook on its news and current affairs. You have papers such 
as yourself. University papers, and a lot of other magazines 
who are willing to set diings right 
Semper: If you say ZZZ you'd be in a tot of people's good 
books. 
Guy: Exactly, Uie whole radio thing in AusU-alia has been 
remarkable since Gough Whitlam legislated for 
die beginning of ZZZ in 1975, JJ, RRR, 2XX in 
Canberra, and now increasingly around the coun-
try. STOP FM in Darwin, Radio 101 down Uie 
coast. There is all these marvellous public radio 
stadons in Australia. It ha;; helped keep Coloured 
Stone and Aboriginal musicians alive, when Uie 
main radio stations were ignoring ihcm until 
recent times, Uie last six months. 
Semper: Have you toured overseas with Col-
oured Stone? 
Guy: Yes, we got invited to the Commonwealth 
Games in Edinborough in 1986 when we played 
for Uie athletes that were Uiere, and Margaret 
Thatcher was Prime Minister of England al the 
time and she was not given an invitation to Uie 
1986 Commoiiweallh Games because they were 
held in Edinborough, and her stance on not going 
along with Uie economic sanctions in South Af-
rican - she wanted lo disband those sanctions -
because of that she wasn't made welcome in 
Edinborough, and a lotof Commonwealth aUiIetes 
appreciated that point of view. The canny Scots 
presenting an Aboriginal rock and roll band on 
stage in Edinborough, for instance. 
Semper: How were you accepted there? 
Guy: We laid them in Uie aisles I Uiink. We just 
played good, strong, hard dance rock music, 
every night of Uie week, after the aUiletes had got 
into it Fortunately in the same week The Fringe 
Festival in Edinborough, Uie well-known Fringe 
scene started happening, and they crossed over 
and started coming to our gigs, and we went to 
theirs and we were seeing a New Zealand theatre 
group presenting plays about women behind bars 
in Auckland, and Ihey were coming to our dances, 
and Uiere were black African people appearing 
there. I do not know how, but it seemed to mc that 
even though the sanctions were on South Africa 
and the western world's refusal to get involved in 
African sport, it just threw up a whole melting pot 
of people and attitudes wilh different coloured 
skin, and il just made the whole thing ludicrous 
dial you should judge anyUiing on a person's 
skin, and il became a whole city of artists. It 
t)ecame beautiful and fantaslic. We've been lo 
New Zealand, toured over Uiere, got picked up at 
the airport in limousines by a flash promoter, and 
1 saw Uie down side of Uie indigenous expression 
Uiere, how the whole maori debate and Uicir 
language, which was fascinating and colourful 
and strange to us. You just gel to sec all those 
Uiings, even though it is a hard life, making 
money and surviving in those days. Wc have 
been to Thursday Island and Tasmania loo, as 
well as the central and northern deserts and the 
islands of Arnheni Land and all Uiat too, so we 
have done that the hard way, and we are still 
determined to survive economically and artisti-
cally and that's why I am involved in the band as 
well as trying to lend some kind of sense of Uie 
business side of Uiings, which is often beyond 
belief. 
REVIEW 
pi pure 
INMA JUJU 
Not one for dance nnusic myself, the CD 
Innmajuju had a difference to it. Not so much 
a full on dance or techno album the album 
offers not any hard core dance material but 
rather displays the band Coloured Stones 
material using a new medium. The attention 
tothisworkisgiventotheaboriginalelement 
of it. The lyrics and sound have an aboriginal 
taste (from the members of the band and 
theirstyle/instmments) and covertopics from 
one Aboriginal perspective. The songs cover 
topics like love, rain, dancing, a look at 
commercial greed, passion and love again 
in a different remix. 
I like the aboriginal sound on the album and 
was interested in the varying perspective 
given by the lyrics. 
I don't think that the idea of taking their music 
and doing it up to dance music is such a good 
idea. It may reach a larger audience and aid 
the financial burdens faced by any non-
mainstream band but I feel that there was 
something lost in the transition. The album is 
quite nice to listen to but I think I would prefer 
either straight non-mixed Coloured Stone or 
to see them really lash out with a mixed 
album. 1 am very interested in looking at 
some of their six earlier albums. 
P.P.J.O.D 
1 BACHELORS FROM 
P R A G U E to 
iC^ 
00 
m 
m 
21.03.92, St. Paul's Tavern 
Urged on by rumours Uiat the Bachelors were aboul to split up, and by Uie two free tickets lead 
singer Henry Maas gave me Uie night before, I set out intrepidly wiUi a party of Semper hangers-
on, despite an ugly hangover. 
First, to put die canard to rest: BFP are not "splitdng up", Uiey're just moving to Milan after die 
success of their European tour two years ago. That's Uie only split: in fact, Uiey're Ught - both 
musically and personally. So tight, in fact, dial Uiey freeze undies and pretend they're frisbees.. 
But I digress. 
The Bachelors were playing their eighUi anniversary gig, and it showed. They played for about 
two hours, in a single set of incredible energy, wit, and showpcrsonship. WiUi a session bass 
player sitting in for Thierry Fossemalle. who is playing in Amsterdam, the "new" lineup were 
a gas. Trumpeter Jeff Raglus was a highlight with a song of his own, "Best Things in Life are 
Free", lo appear on the next album (which will probably be released in Europe, if Poly gram comes 
through). The Bachelors are very personable too, keeping up a constant stage patter, often in 
response lo the ubiquitous drunk interjeclors. Songs from the new album "Great" were well 
received by an cnUiusiastic crowd, including "EnergeUc Cool", "Creature of Habit" and 
"Walking the Streets". "Great" is released on Polygram, and will be issued to coincide wiUi Uie 
Bachelors' arrival in France and Italy. 
I can't actuaUy praise the gig too highly. Itwas simply scrumpUous, and it was great meeting Uie 
band, who were more than happy to share their Slolichnaya wilh the humble lepresentativcs of 
Uie sftident press. I really hope they succeed in Europe (which has been Uieir aim for a long time) 
and I strongly suspect most of the crowd at St. Paul's would concur. 
Mark Bahnisch * 
T H E MOMDAY 
MERCHANT NIGHT 
0 F Efflux 
VENICE 
by William 
Shakespeare. 
The BeU Shakespeare Company performed 
Uie Merchant of Venice with a definite view 
to showing a homo-sexual theme within die 
play. Not Uiat Uicy specifically introduced Uie 
love between two men to Uie story line but 
rather it was how Uiey interpreted die script by 
Shakespeare. 
The play is about different aspects of feelings 
and attitudes between people, watching Uie 
entwining relaUonships develop and interact 
amongst them. 
The first scene introduced the homo-sexual 
Uiemc wiUi a wonderfully blatent show of 
affection. The Merchant of Venice deals wiUi 
love, devotion, racism and sexism through a 
number of storylines which tic in together. It 
almost resembles a soap opera. The storylines 
themselves are bold, romantic and sometimes 
stark. 
The language used in Merchant will be 
familiar to Shakespearian loyals and is a joy to 
me. 
The Bell Shakespcar Company dealt with Uie 
themes and relationships superbly. 
concentrating on charecterisation of the 
participants, their feelings and attitudes 
lowardseach oUicr, and torcladng Uie stotyline. 
WiUi a minimum of costumes and scenery 
Uiey created the idea of places and let, wilh 
their commendable acting skills, their 
interpretation of the words and ideas of 
Shakespeare come through. 
The Bell Shakespeare Company. 
If you didn't see it. then you're abloody idioL 
A few weeks ago I had an 
amazing experience, I had fun 
on a Monday! Impossible I hear 
you cry, how could it be so? 
Well, my friends, prepare to be 
amazed. I went to a poetry 
reading al die Metro Arts. Yes, 
you heard correcfly-aPOETRY 
READING. 
ft turns out Uiat eveiy Monday at 
Uic Metro Arts at about 7:30 
p.m. there is a performance 
poeuy thing going on. 
The night Uiat I went to had four 
sections, Stephen Herrick Uie 
headlining poet, two female 
poets and a group of amateurs 
from Hervey Bay. Stephen 
Herrick was easily the highlight 
of Uic evening, he was hrillianL 
He knew his work rote, which 
was impressive, and as a resuh 
his delivery was velvet smooth. 
He read for about half an hour, 
and that was all too linle. The 
two female poets were a bit more 
eclectic, but nol too bad. They 
were worUi listening to if only to 
leam what you don't like. 
It costs $5 for a student or 
concession and S7 foroUiers and 
h is worth every last cent. There 
are breaks between poets and 
coffee available wiUi a donation 
(heres to the 20 coffee, Huzzah). 
ft may not be for everyone, but if 
you are interested give h a shot, 
you have nothing to lose. 
Besides, what else is Uicre to do 
on a Monday night in Brisbane. 
David Gunsberg 
ADMAN, 
METALUNA 
THEATRE 
COMPANY 
by Robert 
Hev^ ett 
The Adman is a play examining the 
professional and sexual ethics of the 
competitive world of advertising which k, in 
many ways, one of Uie most characterisUc 
representatives of our modem society, shaped 
as it is by commercialism and Uie media. The 
central character. Col Anderson (played by 
AnUiony Phelan) is a middle aged advertising 
"aeative" who desperately seeks to maintain 
his position in Woods Advertising against Uie 
steady sU-eam of "wonder-boys", ambitious, 
young executives without any standards of 
loyalty or morality to hold Uiem back on Uieir 
way up Uie ladder to success. Col tries to instil 
such standards into Rhys, the latest arrival at 
Woods, but Uiwarts his own ends by his need 
for dominance over the younger man. Col's 
own, oft professed, high eUiical standards arc 
Uicmselves called into question when Uiedeath 
of an old colleague rakes up events in his past 
career. Sexual politics are also examined as 
Uie various affairs wiUiin Uie fu-m are used to 
reflect Uie changing bal ancesof power between 
Uie characters and the morality wiUiin Uiem. 
This is Uic first production of Uie Metaluna 
Theatre Company and it was certainly an 
excellent pemiere appearance, bringinga great 
deal of vitality to Uie script. The cast were all 
good. AnUiony Phelan and Sue Dwyer gave 
vivid and polished performances, working 
8 
well together as Col and Tess. Helen 
O'Leaty also created an appealing and 
funny character in Christabel the 
brainless office social co-ordinator. 
Particular mention must be made of 
Andrew Buchanan who played Uie stiff 
andsolid Rhys, a"practising Christian" 
who becomes a ruUiless and immoral 
bastard as success comes calling. 
Buchanansucceededincreatingawell-
rounded and credible character (which 
must have been hard, given Uie script) 
and demonstrated a hefty comic talent. 
The cast also performed well in the 
"commercial breaks", dramatisations 
of mock ads which separated some of 
Uie scenes. 
Thefusthalfof Uie play was exceUenL 
It moved along wiUi pace and humour 
and the foundations of plot and 
character laid down augured well for 
die second half, which however was 
disappointing. Much of the play's 
appeal lay in Uie human relationships, 
particularly those between Col and 
Tess, and Col and Rhys. The 
relationships were not exploited to their 
full potential in the second half. 
Expected developments were left 
unresolved or unexplored. Rhys' 
character became two-dimensional and 
cliched, as did his relatioliship wiUi 
Col and, as a result, so did Uie plot It 
was soon running along well worn 
tracks: young man, soured by ambition 
betrays coUeague in a nasty and horrid 
fashion. Even the suprise "twist" at Uie 
end did not come as one and the final 
imageofthe play.aman broken as his 
all important career is destroyed, held 
liule paUios for me as it ws all a bit 
predictable and anti-climatic given 
my expectations after Uie first act 
After saying this, I would still urge you 
to go and see The Adman given Uie 
chance. While not a seminal theatrical 
experience, it is a highly enjoyable 
example of skilled direction and fine 
acting. Tbe Adman is showing at the 
Woodward Theatre (at Kelvin Grove 
QUT Campus.) 
N. B. I must add Uiat Karen liked Uie 
set. 
KatyWild. 
WufSSumk^/^^ 
The Department of English 
presents 
a double bill 
"MANKIND" 
and 
" THE SPANISH TRAGEDY " 
$10 General Public, $5 Students 
Lots of immorality, barbaric behaviour and 
vengence in an oldetoorld setting. 
The pride of U.Q students lay it on the line 
'fascinating vietcing'. 
msa 
D I V E R S E A L A R U M S - The U.D.S short theatre spot, every second 
Thursday lunchtime, 1 pm in the Cement Box Theatre. Admission only $2. 
April 9th - "A Drop of the Hard Stuff " - a short play about evil, magic, 
damnation and frienship. Adapted from the Garth Ennis "Hellblazer" story. 
April 23rd -" Karaoke Shakespeare " - to celebrate the Bard's birthday, you 
get the chance to recite your favourite soliloquy in front ofa live audience. Props 
lines and support cast supplied, ' 
m 
1^  
CONSTRUCTION OF TWO ClTfES 
Don't miss this exhibition.Last few days. From Redfem Station to 
Darra Cement Woiks. Kathleen Dempsey's Paintings ars urban 
landscapes on a grand scale. 
MM> 
" Friends ofa Cosmic Nature " 
M^^a^nent exhibition focuses primarily on portaiture subjects based around friends and 
atg^tences, depicting the nature of their differing cultural existences and ways of life. A look at my 
own generation and their ways of dealmg widi the cross-cultural complexities of our time. A 
generation confix)nted with images derived from mass media and popular cultural origins searching 
for identity, and the outcome? 
"Friends ofa Cosmic Nature". Agroup of people steeped in diverse cultural upbringings 
and backgrounds, an interpretation of their reactions to our age. 
An exhibition by Sally McRae. 
fmeijt fi, 
Tlie Raunchy Rude Risque 
"ROCKY HORROR SHOW" 
U.Q students are staging a 
'work-in-progress' in conjixDCtion with 
Vivid Images Contempory Dance and 
Theatre Company, The Armadean 
Players and The English 
Department.This 'wacky, wild, zany, 
kooky, neat, nifty, peachy, Jim 
dandy, madcap,musical romp' 
encapsulates all areas of Dramatic 
and Artistic expression and filth. 
" Shamel Shame! Shame!" -
Derwood Huntch. 
"We are not amused" - Queen 
Victoria. 
"We are incredibly amused" -
Victorian Queen. 
Full Musical, Live Band, Free 
Condoms, Door Prizes. 
wmmRS 
ThQQtre 
Apiil -
9.... " Diverse Alarums (Lunchtime Theatre)" (1.00 pm). 
" Medieval Death and Renaissance Revenge"(8.00 pm). 
10 '.. " Medieval Death and Renaissance Revenge" COO pin). 
11 " Medieval Death and Renaissance Revenge" (8.00 pm). 
12 .„ " Medieval Death and Renaissance Revenge" (8.00 pm). 
23,. " Diverse Alamms {Limdrttme Theatre)" (1.00 pm). 
24 — " Rod<y Honw Show" (8.00 pm) - a woil( in progress. 
25 " Rod<y Honor Show" (8.00 pm) - a wwl< in progress. 
29 " Rocky Honw Show" (8.00 pm) - a work in progress. 
30 " Rocky Horror Show" (8.00 pm) - a work in progress. 
M a y ••*••'•• [-.: • " • ' • . • • - • 
1 - " Rocky HoHDrShow" (8.00 pm) -a work in progress. 
2 - -.." Rod<y Honor Show" {8.00 pm) - a wotk in progress. 
6 -.." Rodcy Honor Show" {8.00 pm) - a work in progress. 
7 ~ " Rocky Homor Show" (11.00 pm) - a woik in prepress. 
8 " Rod<y Honor Show" (8.00 pm) - a work in progress. 
9 - " Rod<y Honor Show" (8.00 pm) - a work in progress. 
Gdlkry 
L'ntil April H.- " Construction of Two Cities" 
by Kathleen Dempsey: 
ApHI 19 to .May 10 ...T..." Friends ofa Cosmic Nature " 
hv Sully McRue. 
Above isthe winning entrant inthe 'Pheet Photo's' competition and each 
of the people above can pick up a free ticket to the Schonell Cinema from 
Semper. Novif we want photo's of people's tongues with the word SEMPER 
on them. The winning photo will also recieve free passes to the Schonell 
J 
P a l l o f S>^'^'^^ Sc^O(d5 ' 
/V l o t 
^ (ot 
A lot 
f^u ioi/«t -Poi^  <^ou c^irouJS 
MCA fov/£ ^ a d ^ l 5 ocn orP 
uJo^ o^ - it's S<=OLl^^. 
one hundred and twenty-second decimal place 
-3—0-6—6—4-7—0-9—3 
I I K bardesi Aims to criticize are tbe ooM you come oul of feeliiig good. There 
are a lot of nasty thiogJ you could say about Spielberg's latest production (ool 
the lew:) that it was created at the eiodiitanl co&l o( $ I20niillioa) bul, strangely 
enough, while I was watching Ihe movie I was having such a good tiine that none 
of Ihcm came lo mind. This fairytale, of how Peter Pan (not Peter Banning, 
overweight aod middle-aged corporate lawyer) rediscovers his old life and 
abilities while in the process of rescuing his children from past nemesis Capt. 
James Hook, is brought glossily to life by monster sets, spectacular effects and 
some pretty fine acting. 
And it's true, you do have fun at the time. Unfortunately, to me, the whole thing 
smackedaliltk of ins'mcerily-nol purpose fuUy.of cours e.DustinHoffman(an 
odd but convincingly good choice as Hook) and Robin Williams (who makes 
lhc film) obviously threw Ihemscbes inlo llie film with alacrity. Everybody 
puts on a goodshow, but it's loo late, I think- the Hollywood hype machine has 
been at work, and aow the audience knows almost as much about Hook's 
production as the actors themselves, The stars, Iheir woes, the blue-screens, ihe 
fly ing harnesses and so on and so on-1 mean, it's a fairytale, for Chrisl's sake. 
We don't want lo know how it was done, who was behind it, tbe dollars it cost; 
we just want to enjoy it II is this process, the film-raaking process, of which 
stars like Hoffman, Williams and Roberts (blergh) are aeonslant reminder, that 
wc are made too conscious of during Hook. 
A film like this is supposed to whisk you away from reality; watching Hook.you 
have to make a conscious effort to lift ihe weight of disbelief, and working hard 
to let yourself be entertained is not something you should have to pay $120 
million for. Perhaps Hook as a fihn would have worked belter with lesser known 
Stan (and a few less tacky US concepts-1 mean, the Lost Boys on skateboards? 
In Spielberg's fibn, even Peter Pan is a capitalisl, with his mobile phone and his 
filofax). But it is Hook as a spectacle that will pull ihe audiences and rake in the 
dough. So Hook the spectacle it is - and it will work well as "family viewing" 
and the kiddies will love il (so did I, al the lime), bul ullimatcly I feh it was a 
case of Spielbag taking the second dollar sign to the right and strai^l on 'till 
morning. 
Eleanor Mamey 
My Own Private Idaho 
If there were any lingering doubts about nint-maker Gus Van Sanl's 
(Drugstore Cowboy) imique vision and ciafi. My Own Privale 
Idaho sweeps them away. Audacious in style and content, the fihn is 
a hypnotic odyssey which, if sometimes difficult to follow, is wholly J 
engrossing. • ^ ^ ^ ~ 
Essentially the story of two hustlen - Mike (River Phoenix) and Scoir 
(Keanu Reeves) - the film travels from the Pacific NorthWest lo Italy 
in a seriesof connected vignettes. The saga is sometimes shocking, but 
never sordid; touching on topics includi ng drug abuse, homosexuality 
and Ihe plight of the homeless. .More important however, is the fihn's 
concern with friendship and ihe craving for identity. 
Employing an unconventional narralive, Van Sant alternates between 
gritty realism and flights of fancy, shifting the focus from Mike's sloiy 
to Scott's drama, A narcoleptic, Mike is the more aimless of the iwo, 
driven by the futile search for his mother. 
Wilh a nod toShake jpeare, Scott becomes prince Hal to the Falstaffian 
Bob Pigeon (William Richcrt), a Pagan like employer of young men. 
The device, c o m p e t e with exchanges in iambic pentamctcn, is jusl 
one examine of tbc brazen and unexpected which makes up Van Sanl's 
style. Another is a magazine rock of talking poster boys. If these 
incidents are al limes shocking, they are never superfluous. 
Reeves and Phoenix meet ihe challenge of their rdes and capture the 
intensity and humor of their charaaen. Also memorable is Richen as 
Ihe buffoonish, trag icPiscsa . There is not a false r»oie in front of or 
behind the camera. 
Lcona 
Henry: Portr^t of a 
Serial Killer • 
Rumours of Henry have been riheiiog into Austnlia for yean (acclaimed 
film-maker George A. Romero lislmg it as OIK of the top ten horror pictures of 
all time) and finally it's here in Brisbaite down at the Metro cinema m Edward 
Street 
Originally mieoded lo be little more than a competent "fiick aod die" flkk, 
director John McNaagbton's whole attitude changed when writer Richard Fire 
and acton Micheal Rooker, Tom Towles and Tracey Arnold wen signed on 
and became passionately invoWed b tbe project, and whit dxy've cotne up 
with is a downbeat, ley and uosettling week in tbe Ufe of a madman, somediing 
the ABC might show as part of it's True Stories documentary series. Here is 
Henry watching TV; here is Henry pc^tngthe t<^ off anotiwcan of beer, here 
b Henry picking up a hitchhiker who Ibe audience and the worM never see 
agaia 
Movies like Silence of the Lambs and Cape Fear are constructed as pure B 
grade entertaJnmeat and take you oo a tilillaling alfaaitk: roller coaster ride 
through a plastic hell house wi& pop up spooks before delivering you 
exhausted and exhilanted safely back into the foyer with a happy and 
cnnplacciitDormaky rclreived from ibe jaws of everything ihat isunAmerican 
and antisocial As an ironic deconsuucth/e inverse to to the psychotic genhises 
of movie lore, Henry is a little slow, mentally, tries as hard as he can to get on 
wilh the people he associates wid) aod knows only two words in Latin: ffuxkr 
operanii.elaboiating "If you shoot somebody in tbe headwitha.45every time 
you kill somebody that gets to be akindof fmgeiprinL" This knowlege he uses 
to his advantage, never killing in tbe same way twke, choosing his victims 
completely al random, and never staying in die same locality for long, "That 
way," he tells avid new pupil Otis, who aAer some initial butterflies in the 
stomach is really getting inlo bumping people o^, Ihey might never catch up 
lo you," And they never do calch up to Henry, the striking absence of 
authorities being a disquieting concem with audiences as well as censors, 
Where's the poetic justice? Where's the message? Where's the investigating 
cop with the drinking problem and the heart of gold? Lefl floundering 
hopelessly for sympathetic characten in a downtrodden and poverty stricken 
social milieu where someone like Henry can exist and m fact dosen'l seem out 
of place, tbe audience b k>st in a sociologist's hell where everybody b 
downwardly mobile and where they haven't got that far to descend anyway. 
If it was starting to sound like Texas Chainsaw Massacre, il may come as a 
relief lo some that we see Henry's crimes from an analytic and unexploitative 
dblance. Either the camera records the his victims' peacefully still corpses as 
we bear their stylbed death struggles on the soundtrack or, as m the absolutely 
squirm-making video murder, which fufils McNaughlon's intention lo push 
back the boundaries of horror inlo new extremes, we watch events unfold 
indirectly ihroughtelevbiooplaybackso ihatlhe reacti<His of tbecharacters are 
tbe focus of our aitention; when Otis plays back tbe "good bits" ofa murder in 
slow motion, il makes the mind reel. 
The content of Henry probably won't shock you-you've seen it all before 
(even on Donahue, for Christ's sake), it's just that you haven't seen it done 
quite like ihb. It b the delibenlcly amoral, uoglamorbing tone which makes 
it so intense and challenging a viewing experience, despite a smattering of 
positively stygian black humour and the genuine deadening pathos il invokes 
for Henry and his victims equally doomed. Everybody, no matter how 
conservative in tastes, should be advised to go and lake careful notes-this b a 
guaranteed antidote for tbe stale of mind that believes that the carefiil, chaste 
self b impregnable. Running inlo Hcmy on a dark nigbt b the moral equivalent 
of being struck by lightening, and he's a farmore terrifying villain than any of 
hb cioematk: progeny simply because he can exbt so easily in the worid-no 
i/cNiro twinicie mar^^ mm oui as mejooramaucauy uiuimged; as blliot Mem 
comments, "You wouldn't object lo him silling nexl lo you on the bus, though 
it may prove to be a day without a morrow." 
David McMillan. 
Indian Runner 
Indian Runner isn't entirely a k)ad ofokl bolbdcs, Sean Pcno's directional debut prov 
to bemoreenjoyablethanlbadantidpated.T1iephalk)centncplot of "Iwobrothenwilhl 
nothing in common... except blood" b aboul as original as Billy Bragg b subtle. Il b l 
redeemed by some fine momats and (lashes of visual in^iiatioa. 
David Moore pbys the good guy brother Father too well Hb kist pifpy look bccanesi 
a^tavattng, which u unFominate as hb other eiprcssimi b a cutesy smile. Ar|uably,| 
howeva, dib was an accurate portrayal of hb two dimensional character aptly named 
Joe. Frank b Joe's younger brother and antithesis. Frank b baaaai He has taltoos,' 
doesn't vbil his panels, gets pbsed all the time, and can smoke a fag with a haigova. 
Joe believes ihai Frank b "good" deep down, he's just a little confiised. Viggo 
Mortensen's portrayal of Frank as he resbted the tcmptdion to be loo cool, he even 
shows Ihe occasional roll of Oab, Frank b fun.spontaoeousanddaagerous, whereas Joe 
b the embodinieDl of all that b bland bul "good" about America's mid-WesL 
One of the reasonsl liked thb film was because the female chsffacleis werenot purely 
incidenial. They could have been forgettable non-eniitics or tt^en love intoests like 
most female chantctas in Ghns with men in them. Admittedly Dorothy b dizzy yet 
endearing andJoe'swifebprooe to that ethnic Meiicanquiikofdope smoking, and both 
of them exbt solely to placate hubby and make babics.yet both manage to come across 
as somehow more real 
Perhaps thisbdueto tbe innoductiooof native American Ind ianmyslicismmlolbeplot. 
Joe b abcar and Bank b an Indian Runncrwbo has "becomebb message". Ihb gives 
Scan Penn an excuse to use tadcy imagery as liraiik lealbeshb destiny. Some guys ve 
jusl bwn to be bad (guess.,. jusl like Jim MomsoD, be was really an Indian loo). 
Dennb Hopper yel again plays a psydiotk m a mmot mle, and yet again does it 
brilliantly. Charles Broosoo attempts raibcrfcdily toact,butfaibmbcrabty. At least be 
diesvwlently... 
All in all, it was abad slory lold well, Dennb Hopper can sovemedrioks anytime. See 
it if you have tbe money, think Madonna should never have left Sean, and can identify 
wilh a pbshead who diinks t»'s an hdim postpack. 
Well done Sean, you dickbead. 
Prince oS Tides 
Seven AcaiesiyAwanlnoinioa2ions,eh.Letmegueu:KbstIrrkttingMu]ic? Biggest 
Number of Sifflscts? Most Blatam Scntimeotalbm? Biggest Ego Tr^7... No, I'm too 
unkind; Tie Prl»oeo(Tkfcshaiitspojilwc«speclx-aoQuple.AiKirmiMliu$t stinging 
off at Barbara Strebaod became every ooe ebe doca. I'm slinging off at ber because I 
baibovr aierious loalhkig for tbe woman. 
And thank heaven tbe Academy didn't compound its k»g bbtoiy of idndes by 
Dominatin|hff forBestDiiwtoraswelLWelldiiectedTkPrlBceorTMesain't. Well 
4cted,ye»,byNidtNohemap!umroleandbymostofthe8uppottingeasLWellwriiten. 
yes, m parts. But Babaa's direction lads subtlety, St* doesn't dkect a metedramatic 
story so as to foolyou inlo believing it.Oh no. Wbensomething b sad, it's SAAAAAD, 
aod ck)s^ups aod violins art there to make damn sureyouknow i t V/hen something b 
happy,e.g,akiveiajie,yougctsunsets,anddB$olves&oBoneembtacetoanodier,.And 
music. God, more music! 
The ilory,asyou know perfcdly wdl by now, involves Nolle's spiritual regeneration al 
tih! bands of Strebaod'spsycfabtrut As we leam in Sashbad.Nobe't diikSiood was 
troubled by anunstablenolbermdaviolentfalher.Buttberebooeterriblesecrtt kxied 
inside hb bead thatbtheouxofhbsbler'smaniaandofhbown insecurity: onetemble 
event kMg repressed ihji's tbe real cause of all the trouble. There b only one word to 
desoibelbb terribksecret: bolkxislThb damn movie had me believingforawhilelhal 
ilwas actually aboulrealptople'icrisesandefflotiooalptoblem5.Iwastakenmby some 
of the parallebdrawn between Nolle's behaviour and incidents b hb past.The film was 
actually starting to suggest that the lam ily b not asacrtd instiUition and Ihat peopleare 
for bener or worse the producu of their upbringmg, something patently true yet rarely 
acknowledged m the moviei And ifaeo, bang, '& goes and puts tbe blame on a bunch of 
faceless bad guys who appear bom nowhere and widiout justiflcatiim. Upshot: the J 
sanctity of the family (and tbe American Way) is rtstoted. Unequivocably. 
The PriKe of TfcJes skirts the bsue. You only have to look al the tharacttr of Nohe's 
sbter. She's a famous poet and suicidal - that's all wceverknow about ber. One mmuie 
she's in hospital andtbenextshe'supandabautandallsmilei.Hercharacterbobviously 
not regarded as attractive enough lo be properly developed, so she and ha suicide 
atlcmpls remain unbelievable. Ihen again, what the fihn docs achieve b a nice, 
superficial sense of healing and self-impmvemenL And everyone likes to be toM it b 
possible to pick onocif up by the bootstraps if one really wants to. The trouble b, real 
life isn't always a beauiifiil sunset, and the Prince of Tides thinb that it's real life. It's 
not, it's boUocks. 
NkkDenl 
Young Soul Rebels 
Despite ils significanl fauhs, thb b a gosb-dam easy fllm lo like. Young Sool Rebels 
b a jovial, debooar fihn thai sucks you in fttay quick • not only does h have a natty 
soundtrack, but ihe 1970's costumes make you feelright albomeO bad lo pinch myself 
a few limes during tlieshow and remember that ihb b actually set 15 years ago). The plot/ 
s • for mc, a pari of the movies' problem - go somelhing like thb: Chris (Valentine 
Nonyela)aRd Caz (Mo Scsay)are childhood friffldswhonmaptrateradiostatioa called, 
"Soul Pairor.sen ding their badly funky soundsoulCHito tbe airwavesofLondon and into 
the can of its residents - that b, those residents who don'l eagerly await Ihe npcombg 
celebrations of (JucenEliziieth's 1977 Silver Jubilee.Piobionsarise,howevcr, when /^  
Chrb becomes intercsied both in moving into mainstream radio and in developing a 
relaiionshipwiihTracey.hb Metro Radio connect! on. Cazbabitpiqucd by whatheseci 
as a betrayal of the Soul Patrol team and joins up wilh white punks who are challcngbg 
ihe celebraloiy spread of royalist fervour, fmding romance aking the way wilh young 
punk Billibud. 
Runnbgsimultaneously with lhbpk)t b anolhermurder-mysteiy cfcmcnl, m which one 
of Caz's friends.TJ, b muidercd m a local p3Jk,aod Chris.whilebcingundersuspkion, 
manages to both reveal and deal with the real killer al tbe end. 
Soundabitclutlercdtoyau?Well,unfortunalelyildklfeedabitthatway,DiitctorIsaac 
Julien has tried very hani lo make thb &bn as broadcast as possible - he has been 
sucoess^l m thb respect, but there b somecost to the fibn, I felt Ihe mainstream murder 
subplot to be totally unnecessaiy especially as there was a perfectly good natural 
sloiylioe already exbling between the characten. Too much extraneous malerial meant 
that only ooe plot CO uldbedea]twilhsalbfaclwily,andthetriteend tothe thrillasideline 
showed which pkii suffered, lis a shame really, because aside bom Ihal and a bit of jerky 
direction,Yo»o^Soa!Rebebbprettygrcat.Ilavoidsgay,Bnd(maybctoak3sereilent) 
female stereotypes, and it has huge energy and kick, phis politic^ awareness. It will 
becnneacuhhit,ofcourse,b^ileofitsclumsybit3, but Ifeelstrongly that Jul iencoukl 
haveairived at a better film if hehadn't fiddled about wilh it so ffliKfa (aod if he hadn't 
been so concemed about audience appeal), 
Eleanor MaraeL 
Spots^irood 
Tyfcr 
Cunenlly in Australia there has been mudi talk of Ibe need for rational ecoannics • 
cuitbg back on spendbg and increasbg efficiency whkh b apparently best achieved by 
sacking staff. For those of you whoaiealittJescqAcal of thebenefiU provided by such 
"ratjonalbm", "Spotswood" provides a humorous rebuff to the raibnalbls. 
Spolswood b an industrial district of Melbourne whkh b home to a mooasm factoiy 
named after its owner • "Ball's". Fbr years ithasnfflalakusaodio cover ihb, the 
benevolent old Mr Ball has soM of! assets and diveniGed into such ck)dung essentials 
as ugfy quilted dressbg gowns. Finally, Mr Ball deckles the bat rescue measute b 
"moderabatiai",Todolhb,be requests the scjvkes of an effickocyexpcrt,MrWa!!aee. 
(Anthony Hopkins - who was signed before he became Hannibal the Camubal). 
Wallace'sinitialsuggcstioobbetlcrworkpractices,foUowcdbytheineviiableretrencfa-
ments. 
However.anumbaorexpericocei at Ball'sand with staff make Wallace leconsidcr and 
eventually hb estrangontflt bom those ck»e to bim causehim to change bb oUkwk 00 
life altogether. How beartwarmbgl 
Ihb rdni's got it alb humour, social message, a teenage bve triangle and a villab 
(Russell Crowe, recently sea in "ProoO. AJwyn Kurts, as tbe kively old patriarch, Mr 
Ball, sleab several scenes and Ben Menddssohn puts b hb usual best as the doricy, but 
good-hearted and hilarious Cirey wbo learns about sellbg out your mates aod dbcovers 
tnie kive. 
"Spotswood" b the lalesi m a series of high-quality productioos of the Australian Fihn 
Industiy. Watch for tbek successors. 
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FILMS SS UQ. UNION SCIUB] 
DAYS $7CONCBSSION 
I SESSIONS ^ ^ WORKING ADULTS 
MARCH 
SOOKU 
APRIL 1992 
^ 4 ^ 
ITS HAlf PRICE EVEKY SESSION WHEN YOU JOIN THE 
5 5 K l f ^ CINEMU izy ADULT 
# ^ FILM C L O Q *fjs OTHERS 
W W ONLY S15 AND SIO TO ftiJOIN Y£ARLY 
TtChETLIJDRLD 
NOW OPEN AT THE SCHONELL 
9 a m - 2pm MONDAY - FRIDAY • 7.45 - 8.45pm MONDAY - SATURDAY 
Tickets now on sale include: 
CONCERTS 
George Tliorogood & The De.siroyer.s - .SeagulLs ()-io April 
Chrisiy Moore ~ Mayne Hall ] 4 ^pj.j{ 
Jimmy Barnes S: Diesel - Fishennan'.s Wharf., 18 April 
Jimmy Barnes & Diesel - Ettamogah Pub 19 April 
Neil Diamond - Brisbane Entertainment Centre 20-22 April 
John Meilencamp - Brisbane Enienainrnent Centre 7-8 Mav 
Prince - Brisbane Entertainment Centre 1,3 Mav 
UVE THEATRE & MORE SERIOUS CONCERTS! 
Shirley Valentine - Twelfth Nighl Complex till 
The Adman - Woodward Theatre xjn 
Dancin' Dynamite - Seagulls 15 April 
Circus Oz - Mcaskic Park 2 -
Verdi's Messa di Requiem - Mayne Hall 
Patrick Phillips 'On Broadway' - Schonell 
Lettice & Lovage - Suncorp Theatre 15 Julv - 8 
The Winslow Boy - Suncorp Theatre 15 Sept. -
SPORTS 
Brisbane Bullets - Brisbane Entertainment Centre 4 April - 29 
Seagulls Football Season - Tweed Heads 4 April - 29 
Brisbane Bears - Carrara Sports Complex 5 April - 22 
Brisbane Broncos - Lang Park 10 April - 23 
State of Origin - Lang Park 20 May, 3 July, 
18 April 
11 April 
- 3 May 
24 May 
23 May 
14 June 
August 
10 Oct. 
August 
August 
August 
August 
6 Sept, 
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WINNER BEST ACTOR... VENICE FESTIVAL 
GUS VAN SANT's film is audacious in style and contenl. An 
hypnotic odyssey of two hustlers from the Pacific North Wesl 
USA to Italy, The saga is sometimes shocking but never sordid; 
touching on homosexuality, drug abuse and the plight of the 
homeless. Its concerns are about friendship and identity. Phoenix 
(Best Actor) and Reeves capture superbly the intensity and 
humour and their is nol one false note, (1.52). 
EXTENDED SEASON FROM 26 MARCH 
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF 
DRUGSTORE COWBOY 
R I V E R 
P H O E N I X 
K E A N U 
R E E V E S 
pumnimm® 
A FILM BY GUS VAN SANT 
WINNER BEST NEW EUROPEAN FILM - 1991 
JACO Van DORMAEL's tilm also won Michel Bouquet Besl Acto 
and it was voled most popular film at Cannes. Covering the WINNER EUROPEAN FILM AWARDS 
period from 1950 to 2030 It is viewed through the eyes of an old RPCT Pit kA QPCT Anno 
man who has past regrets as his life unfolds in a stream of^  °"* " ' " ' ^ ~ * * " ' ^^*^*^ 
consciousness and he regains the imagination of his childhood, A 
brilliant script has an ingenious structure, a mixture of dreams and 
memories and optimism shines throughout, (1.30), 
FRENCH/CER/BEIGWM (subtitled) FROM 9 APR 
IWINNERaMERAD'OR CANNES 1991 
tOTOTHflERO 
QIKmtOBI iftCO V&H DORMAl l . 
• • * * 
AN EAGERLY AWAITED SEQUEL 
Nov*/ you can see Ihe second half of Marcol Pagnors 
(author of jean/Manon) story of his youth. A (ifm of 
beauty and serenily full of warmlh and humour and M^n-^I 
awash with ihe small pleasures of life. Jean Rochefort ^ " • * ' * ' * ^ * 
joins the previous cast lo make this sequel another pure 
joy of cinema going. 'An irresistible delichl' ... David 
Stratton. (FRENCH/English subtitles) 
EXTENDED SEASON FROM 2 APRIL (t.38) 
The Superb Sequel to 
MY FATHER'S GLORY 
MOTHER^S CASTLE 
AnYves Robert Film 
ic ir ir it ir ir 
Coming Soon KEVIN KLINE, STEVE MARTIN "GRAND CANYON" • Melanle Griffith, Michael Douglas "Shining Through" • 
MERCHANT IVORY's "HOWARD'S END" • Roland Joffe's "Cl(y of joy" • DAVID CRONEN8URG "NAKED LUNCH" 
Academy Award Winner "JOURNEY OF HOPE" • French Masterpiece "L'ALTANDE" • AWARD WINNER E "EUROPA, EUROPA" 
• Isabetle Huppert "Madame Bovary" • FRENCH CULT CLASSIC "DELICATESSEN" 
UNIVERSITY GROUNDS AT ST LUCIA • AIR CONDITIONED • FREE CAR PARK 
one hundred and twenty-sovontb decimal place 
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